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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBIEM AND rrs SCOPE 

~ Problem 

The main purpose of this study is to present the methods by which a struo

tural designer wuld design wlls to resist bomb blo.sts . This involves four 

main steps: (1) Calculation of the frequency of the wall panel, (2) determina

tion of the equivalent static load that would produce the same stresses in the 

wall as the bomb blast, (3) analysis of the wall panel to determine the criti

cal moment, shears, etc., and (4) the design of the wall, including the nev im

portant principles introduced by the blast factor. 

It wuld be undesirable and practicaJ.ly impossible to attempt, 'Within a 

single report, an illustration of the design of all types of w.1.ls to resist 

blast. For this reason only the more connoon type.s of panels are considered. 

The types of wall panels illustrated in this report include steel and concrete 

panels with simple supported edges, steel panels with fi:xed edges,, continuous 

concrete panels, and cantilever walls . 

~ f2!: ~ Study 

Although it w.s said in each of the last tw wars, "This is the war to end 

all wars," there may be another war in the future . In every w.r there is a need 

to protect vital machinery, installations, and people from being destroyed by 

whatever method of destruction the enenzy- deems to use, such as bombs, gas , bao

teriological warfare, and others . In the last war more damage was created by 

bombs dropped from airplanes than by any other method of destruction. In bomb 

damage, generally speaking, the "WOrst damage is not due to the direct impact and 

explosion of the bomb, but to the indirect effects of the explosion, that is, 

the blast produced by the explosion and the fragments of the metal bomb case that 
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are f l ung out f r om t he center of t.he explosion at tremendous velocities .I Pro-

tection of human life and vital machinery requires walls that will resist the 

effects of these lateral forces . Although this paper deals primarily with the 

design of walls to resist bomb blast, the same principles introduced here can 

be used in the design of walls to resist explosions that occur in industry in 

peace time • 

. Any designer can determine the stresses in common curtain walls 'With ease 

since only vertieal loads are considered. Howver, the critical stresses in 

w.lls designed to resist blast are not only more difficult to compute, but also 

are entirely different from the critical stresses in curtain walls. This re-

port presents only the ways for calculating the critical stresses in bomb blast 

w.lls and the new structural problems that are present due to lateral impact 

loads. Once the critical stresses have been determined, and with a knowledge 

of the new important principles to be considered, a:n:y designer can design a 

blast w.11. 

Delimitations 

This problem is limited to the design of wa.lls to resist the blast of high 

explosive bombs only . The blast resulting from other types of explosions, such 

as steam, gasoline, and natural gas are not considered. The effects of the 

atomic bomb, also , are not considered , Very little is 1mow about the effects 

of the blast pressure from atomic bombs, and a large amount of data such as 

these are being kept a state secret . Ho-wever~ a fey reports have been made pu'I>-

lie on the e.ffects of the tw0 atomic bombs dropped on Japan in the last war . It 

was found that the initial destructive force was the blast from the bombs,. while 

1 0. Bondy, "Air Attack Versus Steel Construction, 11 The Iron A(le, CXLVIII 
(August 1941) , 42-45. 
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later damage was caused by fires that burned unchecked. Only modern -well built 

reinforced concrete buildings , located a short distance from the points o:f the 

explosion of the bombs, survived .2 Very little oore is known about the effects 

of the atomic blast . Until such information is released to the public,. only 

those connected v.ith atomic research can design atomic bomb resistant structures • 

. No attempt has been made to explain the method by which the blast pressures 

are measured and the equivalent static loads calculated . To do this would have 

necessitated the presentation of extra material and calculations that are not 

needed to fuli'ill the scope of this paper. 

History 

The first modern structures designed and built to Yi thstand large explosive 

impact loads -were constructed by the French. Even before Wor ld War I they built 

huge reinforced concrete forts as protection against artillery shells , Many prin

ciples that they devised and used in such constructions wre so funde.rnental that 

they were used in the last var in the construction of massive reinforced concrete 

bomb shel ters . In the first -wor ld war only a small number of bombs, compared to 

the number dropped in the last war, were used and little effort w.s made to pro

vide protection against aerial bombardment. 

No important progress in air raid protection was made until after the begin

ning of the Spanish Civil War in 1936. Wi th the increasing number of air raids, 

the Spanish people devised and bull t a number of different types of air raid shel-

ters . Many wre deep underground vi.th connecting tunnels . Neutral observers 

noticed the damage being done by the air raids and so in the major countries of 

the world e:xperiments were being conducted on the resistance of different t-ypes 

2 E . H. Praeger, 1'Behavior of Concrete Structures Under Atomic Bombing," 
Journal 2£ American Concrete Institute , XVII (June 1946), 709-720 . 



of building materials to aerial bombardment . In 1939 the British developed a 

method to measure the force of the blast frol':l di.fferent bombs and determined 

the equivalent static loads on dti'ferent structures . 
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Many structures -were designed and built to resist aerial bombs during the 

la.st var! Some -were successful and some were not . Small prefabricated family 

size shelters provided the necessary protection only when buried and properly 

covered with earth . These could not be occupied for long periods of time. The 

most successful surface shelters built by the British had reinforced brick ma

sonry walls with reinforced concrete roofs . These shelters were built so they 

could rove horizontally whex: subjected to bl asts . The largest bomb resistive 

structures wre massive reinforced concrete buildings built by the Ger.ma.,."'la to 

protect their submarines . Even with nine foot thick roofs, these structures 

-were not completely bomb proof. A fev of the hea"Viest bombs dropped by the 

Allied Air Forces penetrated the roofs and ca.used internal damage . 

Although little in.formation has been published since the end of the last 

war .on bomb resistant structures, buildings are still being built and e:xperi

ments are still being conducted on the resistance of different types of mate

rials and structures to bomb attack. Th-e Corps of Engineers of the United 

States Army are at present conducting experiments on the resistance of mate

rials to high explosive bombs. Building codes in Switzerland now specify that 

all neY buildings constructed must have air raid shelters . The Australian 

government is building all new administrative buildings with thick reinforced 

concrete walls to resist bomb blast and all floors to carry a very large debris 

load. Th~ United States government and other countries may be conducting 

additional research along these l ines, but little information is being released 

to the public . 



CHAPTER II 

BOMBS AND BOMB BLAST 

The main offensive destructive "Weapon of the airplane is the aerial bomb. 

T'WO main types of aerial bombs are generally used, high explosive and incendi-
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ary. The incendiary bomb is used to start fires which 'Will destroy the target, 

while the high explosive bomb destroys the target by explosion and blast. 

These bombs are carried by planes and are released near the target area •. 

Some types <:>f bombs have wings and radio controls and are glided to the target, 

while others are power propelled through the air and strike the target with a 

greater impact than a bomb in free fall . This is to allow the bomb to penetrate 

deeper into the target before it explodes . But by far the greatest number of 

bombs that are dropped have a free fall to tho target. These bombs range in 

-weight from 100 to 4,000 pounds. The size of the bombs carried by the airplane 

depends upon the target attacked. Five hundred pound bombs usually are dropped 

on industrial targets., because a plane can carry a large number of these bombs 

and can blanket a large target area. The lighter bombs are dropped on residen-

tial areas, W'hile the heavier bombs are used to attack such targets as undel'

ground factories and concrete bomb resistant structures (su1:r-pens). 

FIGURE 1. BOMB.ER DROPPING 500-POUND HIGH EXPLOSIVE BONBS 
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A bomb usually consists of four main parts : the high explosive matter, the 

case to hold the explosive charge, fins to stabilize the direction of the fall, 

and detonators to explode the bomb . 

Tw types of detonators are used. An instantaneous fuse causes the bomb 

to explode on contact uith any surface, while a delayed action fuse allows an 

interval of time to elapse between the time of impact and the explosion of the 

bomb. The type of detonator used depends upon the target attacked. Delayed 

fuses of about . 01 of a second are used to destroy structural buildings, since 

this allows the bomb to penetrate into the building where its explosion will 

produce the I!X)St damage . 

The impact of the bomb causes the detonator to e:xplode, wich in turn de

tonates the main content of the bomb. As the bomb e:xplodes, the solid explo

sive matter is changed into a gas at high pressure and high temperature, wich 

causes the metal case of the bomb to burst into many fragments . The gas con

tinues to expand rapidly and exerts an intense pressure on the air surrounding 

the point of explosion ,. However, the gas cools ve-ry rapidly and has a relative

ly small expansion. When exploded on a fiat surface , a 500 pound bomb vill 

have a radius of expansion of only about 25 feet.1 This has been proven by the 

relatively small area of snow that melted when bombs burst on fiat, snow covered 

areas. 

The rapidly expanding gases exert an enormous pressure on the surrounding 

air, vith the result that the air is suddenly compressed and :forms an intense 

blast wave. This blast w.ve is similar to a sound wave, except that it has a 

higher initial amplitude and velocity. The amplitude and velocity gradually de

crease as the wave travels away from the point of explosion and the blast wave 

1 Harold Wessman and 'William Rose , Aeri§l Bombardwnt Prot§ction, P • 106. 
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degenerates into a sound wa\10.2 

Each blast wave consists of an initial positive pressure phase, followed 

by a suotion phase-. The positive pha..Se of the blast,. although only momentary, 

produces a very high compressive pressure. A 500 pound bomb, 50 feet from the 

target will exert a positive preasure of about 6 pounds per square inch or $64 

pounds per square foot, and is about .• 005 of a second in duration. The suction 

phase has opposite characteristics. It lasts for a longer period of time (about 

.03 of a second) and produces a tension pressure a.bout one-fourth that of the 

maximum positive pressure. The total duration of the blast wave is about 1/30 

of a seeond.3 
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2 Anonymous, Air Ra.id Precautions, Handbook 2, . Struotural Def'ense, p. 19. 

3 A. M. Prentiss, 11Bomb Defense," Am Orgruapee, XXIII (July-August, 1942), 
54-58. 
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Both pressures deerease as the distance from the e,:plosion increases. 

These pressures have been measured a.t different distances from the explosions 

1;,y means of an accurate, though complicated device.,.4 a.nd the variation is shown 

in the following gra.ph.5 
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CHAPTER III 

FRAGHEN'f AT ION 
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As a bomb e:xplodes, the case of the bomb bursts and S"mall fragrnents of the 

ateel case ar0 blmm in all directions. The number, shape, weight, and veloci-

ties of the fragr11ents depend not only upon the s:lze of the bomb, but also upon 

the depth of penetration into the target or into the groU:i."ld. The deeper ·the 

penetration of the bomb, fewer frag~£nts are projected into the air. In fact 

some de18;)red action bonbs btLry themselves so d~eply in the ground that when the 

bonbs burst there are no flying frag:ir.cnts. Initially these frac;:ments have a 

Yelocity of around 7 ,COO feet per second. Be:i.ng of light weight and irregular 

in shape, the fragrnentary velocities decrease rapidly and their effective range 

is around 500 feet .1 Even though the major portion of the fragments 'Weigh less 

than an ounce, at the velocity they travel, they aro as deadly as tm.y rifle bullet. 

Table I, page 9, gives the reoo:m:me:nded thickness of vari.ous :ciaterials to with• 

stand fragmentation penetration of a 500 pound bomb. Suitable protection can be 

given by sections of more than one material by proportionate thickness. For in-

stance a 6 inch reinforced concrete wall l.dll give protection from fragmentation 

if covered with a three-fourths inch steel plate. 

TABI.E I 
THICKNESS OF HATERIALS F'OR PROTECTION AGAIHsr BOMB FRAQI\lENTs2 ,:3 
Material. Thickness 
r.fild steel plates--------···--------~ inches 
Reinforced concrete-3,000 p.s.i. or better --12 inches 
Solid brlok wall-cement or cement-Ii.me mortar ----- 1.3 inches 
Plain concrete------------------------- 15 inches 
Sand or gravel between irood sheathing or corrugated 

iroi-1 --!..---~-------------------..------..-.- 24. inches 
Earth or sand bag uul.1 ----------------- 30 inches 

l Anonymous, ~ Raid Precautio~, Handbook .2., Structural Defense, p. 19. 
') 

""' roig .. , P• 20. 

3 Anonymous, Protective Construction, p. 6. 



CHAPTER IV 

CALCULATIONS OF ST AT IC LOAD 

10 

The design ,0£ structures to resist blast is actually an e.nergy problem. 

Simple structures, sueh as beams, can easily be designed to withstand energy 

loads. Howver, in the more complicated structures, such as slabs and plates, 

the stress is non-uniform and, when using e.nergy loads, the design is difficult. 

Thus, as in the design of other complicated engineering structures that are sub-

jeoted to energy or impact loads, an equivalent static load is used in blast 

design. Once the equivalent static load haa been COll'.lpUted, the easier normal 

design methods may be used. 

An equivalent static load may be defined aa that steadily applied uni ... 

f"ormily distributed load that produces the same ma:d:mum stress in a structure 

as the actual load. 

I 

I 

! 
I 

L 
I' 
I POSIT I VE PRESSURE 

PHASE 

. . 

NO PRESSUFE. 

FIGURE 4 

SUCTION PRESSURE 
PHASE 

Even though. an equivalent static load \ilill give the same or even a greater 

stress than the actual maximum stress, there is still the probability that the 

material may react differently under a rapidly reversing load than the assumed 
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static. uniform load. For instance, it would seem that sinee the maximum posi

tive pressure produced by a blast wave is about f'ive times larger than the maxi

mum suction pressure, a. structure would al~s fail during the positive pressure 

phase of the blast . This is not the case. Any structure, for example a canti ... 

lever wall, 'Will begin deflecting as soon as it is subjected to the positive 

blast pressure (Figure 4, page 10) . If the wall is defiected to its rupture 

deflection before the maximum positive pressure has been applied, the wall v.i.11 

fail . If, howver, the _wall has such vibration characteristics that allow the 

wall to deflect an amount less than its rupture pressure, at the time of the 

maximum positive pressure, then the wall vil1 begin to vibrate . The force pull

ing the wall back into its original. position 'Will accentuate the suction pressure 

and, even though the maximum negative pressure is less than the roa:idmum positive 

pressure, the deflection of the wall toward the point of explosion lolill be great

er than that a~ from the explosion. If this deflection is greater than the 

rupture deflection of the wall, the wall will fail . If not, the wall will vi

brate with decreasing amplitude until it comes to rest in its original. position. 

The calculation of the equivalent static load must, therefore, include the 

vibration characteristics of the structure . Such a mathematical formula has 

been developed, but the derivation and the solution is long and tedious . To 

ease this situation the results of this analysis usually are shown in the form 

of a graph. Figure 5, page 12, gives the relationship betwen the equivalent 

static pressure and the lowst normal mode of vibration of the structure. Note 

that the dash lines represent the equivalent static pressure and the solid 

lines indicate the equivalent suction pressure . This graph bears out the fact 

that structures of higher .fl:'equency are stressed greater during the suction 

phase of the blast than during the positive phase. The data for this curve 

were calculated from the pressure produced by a 500 pound bomb at a distance 
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of 100 feet . The equi vaJ.ent static pressure at any distance can be calculated 

by multiplying the equivalent static pressure at 100 feet by the ratio of the 

pressure at 100 feet and at the required distance obtained from Figure 3, page 8. 

Also, it is assumed that the equivalent static pressure varies directly with the 

weight of the bomb; that is, a 250 pound bomb will only produce one-half the 

equivalent static pressure of a 500 pound bomb at the same distance . 

It would seem from the values in Figure 5, page 12, that all struetures 

having a frequency greater than 30 cycles per second wuld fail during the suc

tion phase of the blast . However, Figure 3 shows that both the positive pres

sure and the suction pressure vary with the distance from the explosion. The 

positive pressure increases more than the suction pressure as the distance from 

the blast is decreased. Thus at 100 feet from the explosion some structures 

will fail during the suctior:; phase of the blast . As the distance decreases the 

positive pressure increases, and the suction pressure decreases . ·Nearer the 

explosion, the structure is subjected to a larger positive pressure than suction 

pressure . This is indicated by tests conducted on panes· of glass set at diff1:1r

ent distances from the point of explosion of a bomb. The broken pieces of glass 

near the explosion fell awy from the bomb site, those farthest away fell to

ward the bomb site, while in between the glass fell in both directions .2 

Calculation 2£ Freguengy 

As stated before the equivalent static pressure is dependent upon the :fre

quency of the system. In Table II will be found the equations for calculating 

the frequency for a m.nnber of structures that are usua.1.ly built to resist blast . 

2 ~ . ,. P • ll .. 



TAB.IE II 

The .following 11yrrtbols a.re used in this table. 

f .. £roquf):1c;r of the s~.rster~cycles Il$l~ second. 
L - lellb~h of' beam-inches. 
11 - cross sectione.l area-soue,re inehes. 
~ - weight pe1 .. unit volu..11e ~ of tJie rcaterial. 
g - .fo1 .. ce of gravity - .32.2 feet por seoond 1,er second. 
E - modultw of elasticity ... poundp per aqua.re inch. 
I - moment of inerhia. 
a - length of panel-1onger di'.!l'.e11sior1-d.11chea. 
b - Hidth of pw..el-inches. 
t. ... t.hick11css oi' pa11e1-inches. 
m - Poisson's ratio. 

f =· 1/ E I S , 
Y An- t4 

. ., l EI 
- J().88 

.AO 1,4 
r ... - rr 

-

Beari-One End Fixed-Simple Supported at Other: 

r = 3.9272 
2 1T 

4.rf:, 
2 rr 



Table II - Continued 

Square Plate-All Edges Simple Supported: 

f = Tf 
7 l g D : 

1S t 

61 .76 
a2 

Rectangular Plate-All Edges Simply Supported: 

f = 

Where: 

1T 

2 

D -
12 (1 - m2) 

Square Plate-All Edges Fixed: 

f = 

Rectangular Plate-All Edges Fi:xed: 

277.6 
a2 

No formula yet has been derived for this case. A rectangular 
plate with fi:xed edges will have a higher frequency than the same 
plate simply supported. A square plate with fixed edges has a 
frequency fourteen times greater than a square plate simply 
supported. Generally the frequency of a rectangular plate with 
fixed edges is so great that it is assumed to be greater than the 
frequency at which the ma.ximum equivalent load occurs. 

3 Stephen P. Temoshenka, Vibration Problems 1£ Engineering, 
PP• 29'7-320. 

4 D. Laughame Thornton, l·!echanics Applied ;tQ, Vibrations, 
pp . 29'7-365. 

15 
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Illustrative Examples of Calculating Equivalent Static Pressure 

EAPiPle I. 

A 10 inch 35 pound American Standard steel beam 10 feet long is used in 

building a cantilever wll to resist blast. 

1 . Problem 

(a) Determine the equivalent static positive pressure and suction pres-

sure on the steel beam produced by the blast from a 500 pound bomb 

100 .feet a~. 

(b) Determine the equivalent static pressures produced on this beam by 

the explosion o.f a 1000 pound bomb at 100 feet distance . 

(c) What will be the equivalent static pressure and suction pressure on 

this beam if a 500 pound bomb explodes 40 feet a~ 

2. Solution 

(a) From Table II, pages 14 and 15, the formula for calculating the 

frequency of a cantilever beam is : 

f : ll 1/ E I 
V A. 15 L2 

From the steel handbook5 

I : )45 .8 inches4 about the x-x axis . 

A : 10. 22 square inches. 

c5 steel - 490 - .2835 pounds per cubic inch. 
- 123 -

E : .30, 000,000 pounds per square inch. 

L = l..O feet a 120 inches . 

iJ 30 X 106 X 145.8 r = n -------......... - - - .... 
10.22 X .2835 X (120)4 

= 29.6 cycles per second. 

5 Anonymous, Steel Construction, p . 28. 



From Figure 5, page 12, the equivalent static positive pressure 

P (i) and the equivalent suction pressure P (-) produced by a 

500 pound bomb at 100 feet are: 

P (- ) : 2 .7 pounds per square inch. 

P (+) : 2 . 56 pounds per square inch. 

(b) The equivalent static pressures produced by a 1000 pound bomb at 

17 

100 feet are just tv.i.ce the equivalent sta.tie pressures produced 

by a 500 pound bomb at 100 feet . Thus: 

P (-) = 2 x 2 . 7 • 5.4 pounds per square inch . 

P (+) : 2 x 2 . 56 = 5.1 pounds per square inch. 

(c) The following pressures pTOduced by the blast of a 500 pound bomb 

are taken from Figure J, page 8. 

At 40 feet p (.f.) = 9 pounds per square inch. 

p (-) - 2 pounds per square inch. -
A.t 100 feet p (1-) - 2 .2 pou...'1.ds per square inch. -

p (- ) = o.8 pounds per square inch. 

Thus the equivalent suction pressure produced on this cantilever 

beam by the explosion of a 500 pound bomb 40 feet awa:y is : 

P (-) = 2/0.8 x 2 .7 = 6. 75 pounds per square ineh. 

The equivalent positive pressure iss 

P (+) = 9/2 . 2 x 2 . 56 • 10. 5 pounds per square inch. 

Note that at 100 feet the bomb vill produce a slightly larger equi-

vnlent suction load. Ho"WCver, at 40 feet the equivalent positive 

pressure is much larger than the suction load. 
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Example II. 

A one inch thick steel plate 5 feet by 7 feet is subjected to t he blast of 

a 500 pound bomb 100 feet away. 

1. Problem 

(a) Calculate the equivalent positive pressure and suction pressure if' 

the panel has all edges simply supported. 

(b) What would be the equivalent static pressU!'€, if the panel had a.11 

edges fixed? 

2. Solution 

(a) From Table II, pages 14 and 15, the formula for the frequency of a 

rectangular plate simply supported is: 

r = 30 . 88 1rn-
r"i57 

Let: m: t 

[ 1 + 1 ] 
17 7 J 

lolhere: D = E t3 
12(1 - m2) 

h = 1 inch 

E : 30 x 106 pounds per square inch. a = 5 feet: f::IJ inches 

"'6 : .2835 pounds per cubic inch. b: 7 feet = 84 inches 

D -- 30 X 10 6 X 1? 66 6 = 2. · 7 X 10 
12(1 - .252) 

f : 30,881 2,667 X 106 
• 2835 X 1 

[ 1
2 + 1 J = 39.8 cycles per second • 

fiJ 842] . · 

The equivalent positive and suction pressures on the panel 'When sub-

jected to the blast of a 500 pound bomb 100 feet away are found in 

Figure 5, page 12. 

P (-): 2.95 pounds per square inch. 

P (~): 2.2 pounds per square inch. 
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(b) If this panel had aJ.l edges fixed its frequency would be ao much 

larger than 50 cycles per second, (the fl-equency at which the ~ 

imum positive pressure occurs) that it would be unnecessary to 

attempt to calculate it . An appro:xima.te value of the frequency 

could be obtained by assuming the panel square, 6 feet on a side. 

This 'WOuld give a frequency of around 2.30 cycles per second . In 

generaJ. most panels with fi:,;ed edges should be designed for the max

imum positive and suction pressures 'Which are: 

P (-) = .3 pounds per square inch . 

P (.f.) = 2.6 pounds per square fnch . 
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CHAPTER V 

DESIGN OF fflEL P Al>IELS WITH SIMPLE SUPPORl'ED EOOES 

Three main methods of analys.is have been used in determining the stresses 

in steel and iron panels . (1) The panel is analyzed by considering it as di ... 

vided into two strips which cross each other at right angles and act as beams . 

The mathematical derivation of the mment equation by this method is the sim,,. 

pleat of all of the methods and is the easiest understood. However, as it dis

regards the fact that adjacent strips v.i.11 carry part of the load, the moments 

given by these equations error considerably on the side of safety. (2) Actual 

experiments are conducted on the panels and the dangerous section and critical 

stresses are determined. Then emperical moment equations are formulated by 

multiplying the average bending moment at a section, found by mathematical anaJ.. .. 

ysis, by a factor that will give the same values of the stresses in the panel as 

found by the experiments . Since these equations are simpl e and based on the 

results of actual tests of the plate, this method of analysis is the most widely 

used. The 100ment equations used in this paper are derived by this method. 

(3) More recently another mathematical analysis based on the theory of elas

ticity has been used. This is the longest and most complicated analysis . A 

number of incorrect assumptions are made in some cases by this analysis , and as 

it is difficult to apply to rectangular panels,. this method is rarely used. 

Most moment equations for simpl e supported panel s tmiformly loaded have 

been derived by considering the critical section to be at the middle of the 

panel paro.llel to the long side . Hawver, actual teats on panels have indicated 

that the critical section is approximately along a diagonal . 

It will be assuned then that the maximum stress occurs a.long t he diagonal 

M O in Figure 6, page 21, and that the critical section is M N o. This ass~ 

tion is nearly correct provided that the ratio of the long side of t he panel 



to the short docs not exceed two and one half or three. 
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FIGURE 6 

In Figure 6, let A be the length of the long side of the panel, 12 the 

length of the short side and i the thickness of the panel. lf ll is the load 

per unit area on the panel, then the total load W is v a b. Only one half of 

the total load W acts on the critical section under consideration and its re-

21 

sultant W/2 is applied at the center of gravity of the triangular area, which 

is h/3 from the diagonal M O. The exact distribution and the amount of the re-

sultant of the reactions on each side of the panel are not know and need not 

be calculated. Both resultants R:i. and 82 are loeated at h/2 from the diagonal 

MO and their sum is equol to one half of the total uniform load on the panel. 

The total bending moment on the section Mo, then is: 

M = t w a b (h/2) - t v a b (h/3) : 1/l.Z v a b h 

As h : ab/~~ .f. a2 and AC = ~b2 .f. a2 the average bending 

00100nt per inch of 'Width of the diagonal is: 
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1 wabh c....L w ab ab M.- X -la2 + b2 ia2 + b2 
-12 AC 12 

1 w a2 b2 
or M : kw~ 

12 a.2 ,1. b2 

where the moment coefficient 1 a2 
k-- a2 .f. b2 12 

At the corners of the panel, perpendiculro;- to the diagonals, are points of 

high stresses . As the load on the panel increases, all stresses in the panel 

increase, with the stress at the corner s being the first to reach t he yield 

point. If the material is ductile ., as the load continues to increase the stress 

will not increase at the points of high stress, but at these points the mate1·ial 

v.1.ll yield slightly without the rest of the panel yielding. Thus, tJhere occurs 

a redistribution of stress which gives the plate an additional elastic strength., 

This fact was not taken into account in the above mathematical derivation. The 

values for the stress obtained by this equation will al~s be greater than the 

actual stress determined by e:xperim.ent . 

This difference can be seen in Figure 7, page 23, were the dotted line is 
2 

the value of _!_ a and the solid curves represent the results ob-
12 8.2;. b2 

tained by Westergaardl after :ioodifying the values he obtained, by a thorough 

mathematical analysis, so they- would more nearly represent the values obtained 

by e:xperim.ent. The values of M diagonal. as obtained from Westergaard ' s equation 

M : 2:... w b2 differ from the moment given by the umnodified mathematical 
8 2 ,+ oc 2 

equation M = ..!.... 
12 

from 7 . 8 par cent when ff : O, a long narrow 

panel, to 10.1 per cent for a square panel ( ri. = 1). 

1 H. M. Westergaard and W. A. Slater, "Moments and Stresses in Slabs., 0 

Procedures of the Arrerican Concrete Institute, XVII (February-, 1921), 431. 
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FIGUBE 7 

BENDING M:>MEN.rS PER UNIT' Wil1l'H IN RECfANGULAR PANELS WITH SIMPLE StlPPOJm:D EDGES2 

Where a - length of the long side of the plate. 
b - length 0£ the short side or the pl.ate. 
W' - uniformly distributed load pEJ.r unit area. 
lX. - b/e.. 
k - moment coefficient • M/# or M = kv1>2,. 
~e - mment per unit 'Width at the center of the panel parallel to the 

shorter edge• 
Ya.c - 10011Bnt per unit width at the center of the panel parallel to the 

longer edge. 
J\u.ag - momEn1'1; per mu t width at a corner across a diagonal. 

Actually the above solid OUl"WS and their equations are not those that are 

the results obtained after modification, but curves with nearly the same values 

that have simple .a.nalyti~~ !!tqua.tions that are al~s on the side of safety• 

Westergaard, Slater, 3 and others in their experiments .found that panels 

designed by using the maxtmu.m moment a.t the center o..f the short. span, actuall7 

2 . · .. Ibi.d., P• 431. 

3 Ibid.~ P• ~. -



were nnich stronger than their mathematical analysis indicated, Thus, the 

equation for the moment across tho diagonal (Hdi.ag) is recommended and gen

erally used in computing the strength of panels made of ductile materials . 
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Once the maximum moment in inch pounds over a strip one inch wide is com-

puted, the required thickness 1 of the panel to resist the bending moment can 

be found as follow : 

f: Mc 

I 

_ M x t/2 _ 6 M 

- 1/12 x 1 x t3 - T or t • W , in which f is 

the allowable unit stress in bending. The A. I .S . C. Code4 recommends an allow-

able unit stress of 20,J)OO pounds per square inch for steel. This allowable 

stress is materially less than the elastic limit of the :material. So .in the 

interest of econonw, when designing plates to resist blast, the safety factor 

usually used in ordinary design is reduced . An allowable unit stress of 30,000 

pounds per square inch is an increase of fif"ty per cent over the A .r.s . G. speci

fication and is still below the elastic limit of steel, This is the unit stress 

that will be used in the following designs . 

IJlustrative E;sumiLe 

EnmPle I . 

Design a 10 feet by 14 feet simple supported steel panel to resist the 

blast from a 500 pound bomb 50 feet a1.lay. 

Since the thickness of the panel is not known, the frequency of the panel 

can not be calculated and the equivalent static load .found. Hawver$ assume 

that the frequency will be around 30 cycles per second. The bomb, if exploded 

at 100 feet, will produce an equivalent sucti on pressure of about 2.7 pounds 

per square inch and an equivalent positive pressure of 2 . 58 pounds per square 

4 Anoey:mous, ~ Construction, P• 286. 



inch. If the bomb explodes at 50 feet , the equivalent pressures are: 

P () 2 . 7 X 1 .1 - = ----- = 3 . 71 pounds per square inch. o.s 

p (,1,) = 2 . 58 x 6 : 7 .03 pounds per square inch. 
2.2 

Thus w : 7 .03 x 12 • 84.4 pounds per foot over a one inch width. 

As c( : b/ a : 10/ 14 : • 714 the maximum moment on the plate is : 

(From Figure 7, page 23) 

1/8 x 84.4 x 1o2 x 12 = 5,350 inch pounds . 
2 ,i. .7143 

As a check the moment coefficient k : . 0525 . So 
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M : .0525 x 84.4 x 102 x 12 = 5, 325 inch pounds, whicll is fairly 

close . 

Thus : 

Required t : 1 /6M: "'\ I 6 x 5,350 : 1 . 035 inches oI' 1 1/16 inches . · v--;- v 30,000 

The frequency of this panel then is : 

D - E t3 : 30 X 106 X l .062~ 6 
---------------- : 3 . 202 X 10 

- 12(1 - m2) 12(1 - .252) 

f : 30.88 ~ 3 . 202 X 106 
. 2835 X 1 . 0625 

[ 1 
12o2 

= 30.88 x 3260 x . 00010481 • 10. 22 cycles per second. 

This frequency is less than the assumed frequency of 30 cycles per second, 

so the section will resist the bending moment . Howver, it must be remembered 

that the recoI11IOOnded minimum thickness for protection against fragmentation is 

1t inches , so the thickness will be changed to lt inches . As the thickness of 

the panel is increased, the frequency also will increase . The frequency of the 

panel, with the new thickness, needs to be checked to see that it is not greater 

than the assumed 30 cycles per second. Thus : 



This 

D: -----= 
12(1 m2) 

() ') 

30 X 10'- z 1. 5.,; 

12(1 .... 2::l) 

f - 3·0 Q(} - .• ,_.,v 
.28J5 X 1,.5 

6 9 ::ir: 10 

loss tha11 the aost1med 30 cycles per second, oo the panel u:ill 

withstand the bcmding n10ment • 

The panel m.ust also be checked fm." sherxr·. '.i'he proportionate a.n1om1t of the 

load that is carried in. each direction is not 1:nown, as squations foi• co:crputing 

the shear have :never been dev--eloped. 'l1hus a.'1 accurate value of the shear can 

not be found. Houever, if it be assumed t,ho.t nano of the 88.3 pounds per foot. 

of' load io carried by adjacent panels, a value can be obtained that is la.rger 

·than the actu..itl shear. Thus: 

Using this value of the shear, the ohearix~g mu:c stress is: 

V: 422 X 1 X 'J/.4 X 3/8 
1/12 X 1 JC 1.53 X 1 

/,.22 potmds per square inch. 

This ;ta less than the allowable 13,000 pou..'1ds per aqua.re inch. In most. cases 

the shearing unit stress is versf low and does not need to be checked. ·rhis 

panel then will 1rl thstand the e:xplosion of a 500 pound bomb at 50 feet. In 

fact as its frequencry is slightly less than 15 cycles pe1· second, this panel 

will withsta.."ld the explosion of a 500 pound bomb at a closer distance tha.11 50 

feet. 

Exap1ple II. 

Design a 10 foot by 18 foot simply supported steel panel to resist the 

blast from a 500 pound bomb .30 feet away. 

Again, assume that the f'requez.i.cy of' the panel is about 30 cycles per 
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bomb ui.ll cw,use an equivalent positive preBsure of 

;:-,,bout. 2,.5g pon,.'1ds per square inch. If the bonb mrplodGs at .30 feet the eqni-

va1ent pr0Gsure then i:,rlll he: 

p 

Tl1u.s: 

Required t 

2.2 
23.45 pov.nds squa:r·H ineh. 

10 --- .556 
a 18 

6 x. 1?., 4-'?0 _ : 
30,000 

and so k = .0575 

19,420 h:ch pcu:adz. 

-VJ.88 = 1.97 inches. 

Use 2 inches. 

The frequency of this panel is them 

:r = 30.se 

30 X 106 X _23 :: 21.35 X 106 
12(1 - .252.) 

+ 

= 30.88 x 61.35 x 9.08 x 10-5 = 1'7.2 cycles :per second. 

As this is slightly more than half the assumed frequency, the two inch thickness 

can be reduced. It should not be reduced to less than 1 1/2 inches, though, as 

this is the minimum. thickness needed as protection against fragmentation. 

Assuming., then, a 1 1/2 inch thick panel, its frequenC"j" is: 

f: 30.88 [ 1 1 j ---+--
1202 2162 .28J5 X 1.5 

:: 30.88 x Lj.598 x 9.08 x 10-5 = 12.9 cycles per Gecond. 

The corres:;ionding cqv..iralent static load, if the bo:mb explodes at 100 feet., 

is 1.08 poUl:lds per square inch; and at 30 feet the load is: 



P: 1.08 X 20 
2.2 

= 9.8 pounds per square inch. 

and Y: 9 •. 8 x 12 • ll? .5 pounds per foot.. 

The max:L"n.um mmont is: 

l"l :: .05'75 :x 117 .5 x 102 x 12 = 8,110 inch pou.."1ds. 

Thus the required thickness is: 

'l'his is less than the o.sstmied t.hiclmess. !.s there is no need to check the 

sheari11g unit stresn, a p~...nel 10 feet by J.8 feet by 1} i11ches will wi:thstttnd 

the pressure fror:1 the blast c,f a 500 potmd bonib at a distance o:f .30 feet.. 
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CHAPTER VI 

DESIGN OF STEFL PAlIBLS WITH FIXED EDGES 

The majority of steel panels constructed to resist blast are riveted or 

wlded to their supporting beams a:id columns. The supporting edges of these 

panels are held rigidly from bending, and for all practical purposes, ma:y be 

considered as fixed. As in the previous chapter, the stresses in this type 

of panel will be calculated from formulas derived from both theoretical and 

expe11.mental analysis. The :results of Westergaard' s1 investigation of re<>-

tangular panels with fixed edges subjected to a uniformly distributed load are 

shown in Figure 8. 
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FIGURE s. BENDING MJMENr PER unrr WII1l'H IN HEC!AliGULAR PANELS WITH FIXED EDGES 

Where a - length of the long side of the panel. 
b - length of the short side of the panel. 
Y - uniformly distributed load per unit area. 
I.! - b/a. 
k - M/wb2. 
Moo ·• the negative moment per unit width at the center of the long edge 

acting perpendicular to the long edge. 
~c - the positive moment per unit ~dth at the center of the panel 

parallel to the chorter edge. 

1 H. M. Westergaard and W. A. Slater, "Moments and Stresses in Slabs," 
Procedures o.f American Concrete Institute, XXIV (February, 1928), 435-436. 
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do not fd_ve tho o \rnlu n a~ to~ 

ithcr identical or 

The- largest- m::>TJ:lnt produced in the panel 1a the noge.tive :mmnt at the 

canter o !.ho lo cdgs; aeti""g parallel. to tho shorter e ge (1.~. This nega,,. 

ti-ve mot:l!J~ 1s 1 ~s . ~roxir.,ate1y t,wt,oe the va.1:ae of the tl8Xinrn11 posi.ti'Ve 

~t -wbi.ch is 'located at the center o~ the panel ®ting in the SG.t¥J d!raction 

as the ~ negati' mment. As the panel becomes long and nart"Otl (b/ = 0) ,.. 

the negative Jll)l'll3llt in a panel with ~ edges. ie,, as e2pected, 1ess than the 

positive mment in the s::me panel Pimpl.y· supponed.. Ho~<or, a.s the shape of 

tbs rectangle s:pproaehes a ..-.q:uare {b/a. ·e 1) this difference deereases until they 

are equal lib.en b/n • .. 75. Fma this ahepe to b/a equals 1 (a square panel) the 

negative- l!X),Qent in e panel vith fixed e ges ia greater than the poa.itiw mmnt 

in the· SWTJe panel shlply sUppOrt.c l'1ms as tha shape of' ti rect~ar pane1 

nears a square (b/tt • l) , t.he eizq,l:y supported pa1l.el · vill iii thst.a;nd a gr.eater 

load th@ the sane panel with fi::md e~~s. 

As ductile ~terlalD yield slightly at points of'~ stress nnd re

distrfbuta these hig4 etresaest a panel ·nndo of ductile clerial w.ill vlthstend 

a greater- load than th.it given by the for.wles, Frolll the reaults or his e> 

per~t . Brum as reported b1' Seei-y2 suggests that tbtS val.ues or tho noment co,,,.. 

eff'icienta given by the dottod line in Figure 8, page 29, be iroed in the design 

ot plates llltlde 0£ ductile ~al. If O'!W doos !;.Ct wish to uss table to 

let,1lble t:ioi,.ont,- the :vu.ra...,rre of l 

_ mn Figure $ e be used. 

, 
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The values of the moment at the center of the short edge and at the center 

of the panel acting parallel to the long edge are not given in Figure 8. They 

are not critical and so re eliminated .from the diagram. 

Illustrative Example 

I. Design an 11 f'oot square steel panel with fixed edges to resist the 

blast of a 500 poun bomb at a distance of 50 feet. 

Again the frequency of this panel can not be calculated, sinee the thick-

ness of the panel is not known. However, since the plate has fixed edges t the 

frequency probably is greater than the 50 cycles per second at which the maximum 

equivalent suction load occurs. Therefore, the maximum equivalent pressure will 

be used in this design. 

The maximum equivalent suction pressure produced by a 500 pound bomb at 

100 feet is 3 pounds per square inch and the maximum equivalent positive pressure 

is 2.6 pounds per square inch. The pressures , then, ca.used by a 500 pound bomb 

at half that distance are: 

P(-) : .3 x 1.1 = 4.13 pounds per square inch. 
o.s 

P( ') -- 2.6 X 6 ~ ------- = 7. 09 pounds per square inch. 
2.2 

Thus w = 7.09 x 12 = 85.l pounds per foot over a one inch width. 

As Ii = ..ll... = 1, the moment coefficient (from Figure 8, page 29) is .0.315. 
11 

So the maximum moment is: 

M: .031; x 85.1 x 112 x 12 = 3,890 pounds. 

Thus: 

Required t :; -,/ 6 X 389() :: f.76: .884 inch . 
f 30,000 . 

This thickness is less than the required thickness to resist fragmentation; so 

it uill be increased to 1t inches. 



The frequency for this panel then is: 

D = __ E_t __ J __ = 30 X 106 X 1 . 53 : 9 X l06 

12(1 - m2) 12(1 - .252) 

;f': 27/ .6 1,-n- _ 277.6 11 9 X 106 
a2 Y~ - 1212 V .2835 x 1 . 5 

277.6 
: x 4600 = 87. 2 cycles per second. 

1212 
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This is greater t.ha.n the 50 cycles per second at wich the maximum equivalent 

pressure occurs, so the panel will withstand the bending mo~nt . Since the 

shear does not need to be checked, an 11 foot square panel 1-} inches thick will 

withstand the blast of a 500 pound bomb at 50 feet . 

llo fon:nu.la. has been derived for calculating the frequency of a rectangular 

panel 'With fixed edges . Howver, this is not a problem, since the frequency of 

most panels will be larger than the frequency at 'Which the maximum equivalent 

pressure occurs . Always use the maximum equivalent pressure in designing rec-

tangula.r panels with fued edges. If the frequency of the panel is less than 

the frequency at which the maximum equivalent pressure occurs, the panel is 

still safe, because a larger equivalent load than necessary ws used in cal-

culating the thickness. 
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CHAPTER VII 

DESIGN OF CONCRETE PANELS WITH SiliPLY SUPPORI'ED EOOES 

In some cases panels built to resist blast are constructed so that 1£ a 

blast occurs inside the building, the panel 'W'ill be blow outward from the 

building. This prevents the blast from being confined and allows it to es:cape 

outside, thus, decreasing the interior damage. This type of panel is known as 

a "blow-out" panel and is built so that all fq_ur edges are simply supported, 

that is, they are not constructed monolithically \11th their supporting be&ma and 

columns. These panels usually are reinforced ill two directions (two vay panels), 

so that the blast lo.ad w.U.l. be carried by both the beams and columns• The cal

culation of the amount of the total load that is distributed in each direction 

is a statically indeterminate problem that is complicated by maey factors. How,

ever, by disregarding certain factors, the problem can be silnplified to a 

statically determinate problem. 

M 

Q a. ~ 
T 
3 

_L 

FIGURE 9 

Let the rectangle in Figure 9 represent a panel o:t length A and Q width 

with NN and QQ being imaginary strips one foot wide crossing at the center of 

the panel. The deflection of both strips at the center of their intersection 
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is alwey-s the same. If ea.ch strip is uniformly loaded and simply supported the 

deflection at the center is (5/384) w 14/E I. Letting -w-A be that portion o:f 

the load carried along strip NU (the long span) and wB the part of the load trans

mitted in the short direction: 

b = 5 
. 384 

Since the deflections at the center a.re equal: 

or 

4 
WB b 

l 

The proportion of the total load carried by each strip is thus inversely 

proportional to the fourth power of the length of that strip. The moments cal-

culated by using this nethod o:f analysis will al~s be greater than the actual 

moment as this method disregards the fact that adjacent strips will carry some 

of the load. At points near the edges of the short side of the panel the load 

on the long strip will be greater than that computed by this method and near 

the long edges it will be less, 

A similar method of analysis can be found in Kirkham' s 11 Reinf'orced Con

crete . "1 In addition to making the s~ basic assumptions as above, this method 

of analysis allows for the variation of load across the span. The values of 

the moments calculated by this method of analysis are_ less than that given by 

the above analysis, but are still greater than the aat.ual moments . 

The 1946 American Concrete Institute Building Code2 presents a method of 

calculating the moment in tw w~ panels that was developed by DiStasio and 

Van Buren. J The values of the moment calculated by this method vary, depending 

1 John Edward Kirkham, Reinforced Concrete, pp . 81-98 . 

2 Anonymous, Building Regulations for Reinf'orced Concrete, p . 584. 

:3 J. DiStasio and M. P . VanBuren, "Slabs Supported on Four Sides," Pro-
cedures of American Concrete Institute, XXXVII (September, 1935-June, 1936), .350-.364. 



upon the shape of the panel, from. 5 per cent to 7.5 per cent less than that 

given by the methods described in the above paragraphs . This seems logical 

because DiStaaio and Van Buren4 have taken into account the basic facts that 

were disregarded in the above analysis. The following formulas give results 

close to those obtained by their experiments conducted on two way panels: 

r - 1 
A - 1 f (a/b)3 

and rB c----1 __ _ 

1 + (b/a)3 
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rA is the proportion of the total load carried in the A direction of the panel 

and rB is the proportion of the total load carried at right angles i n the 11 

direction. 

Once the load carried in each direction (rA w and rB w) is calculated, 

the bending moment and shear in the panel can be computed as in any one way 

slab. Thus the bending moment at the center of the short span is 

Mbe : 1/8 rB w b2 and at the center of the long span MAC = 1/8 rA w a2 • 

The maximum shear along the short side o:f the panel is i rA. w a and along the 

side the shear is t 1)3 w b. 

After the bending moment and shear have been calculated the panel can be 

designed as any one ~ floor slab. It must be kept in mind though, that a 

panel to resist blast is subjected to reversals of stress-, and t hat two ~ re-

inforcing mu.st be put on both sides of the panel. It makes little difference 

as to the spacing of the reinforcing steel. It can be placed at uniform spao-

ing completely across the panel, or it can be placed closer at the center of the 

span and farther apart near the edges. Also, it has been found that rein.forcing 

steel placed parallel to the sides is mre effective than reinforcing placed 

4 ~, P• .350-364. 



parallel to the daigonals . 5 The following is an example of the design of a t'WO 

way panel simply supported . 

Illust;r,gtiv~ EX8l'Jl.Ple 

I. Design a 10 foot by lei foot blowout panel to resist the blast of a 500 

pound bomb at 50 feet . 

Unit Stresses: fb : 3, 000 psi . 
f O : 1, 350 psi. 

f 8 = 20,000 psi . 

u : 150 psi . 
V : 90 psi . 

The frequency of the panel is not known, so the actual equivalent static 

load -can not be found . Assume then that the frequency is 50 cycles per second, 

whi ch has an equivalent positive static load of 2 . 6 pounds per square inch. The 

equivalent static load, when the bomb is e~loded at 50 feet is: 

P : 2 . 6 x 6 = 7 . 09 pounds per square inch . 
2 .2 

(a) Design of the panel in short direction 

The proportion.ate amount of the total l oad carried by the short span is: 

1 rB=-----
1 + (b/a)3 

-- l = .662 
l t (l0/12. 5)J 

The maximum moment is: 

M: 1/8 rB V b2 : 1/8 X . 662 X 1022 X 1o2 X 12 

: 101, 500 inch pounds . 

Assuming the 'panel to have tension steel in only one side, the required 

depth of the wall wuld be : (assume k : .4 and j = . 87) 

Required d = -,/ M =· 1/ 101,500 
' fr/2 j k b ' 1350/2 X . 87 X •4 X 12 

: "V36. 0 = 6 inches 

5 H. • vlestergaard and w. A. Slater, 11 ments and Stresses in Sl.abs,u ~ 
cedures of American Concrete Institute, XXII (February, 1926), 1.,31 . ------ --



and the required area of tension steel is: 

M 101 500 
A8 = -· -.--- :: ----'-----.. = • 972 square inches. 

J d f 5 . 87 X 6 X 201000 

Checking the required thickness for shear: 

rB w b 
V =·----= 

2 

Required d = __ v __ = 
V j b 

• 703 X 1022 X 10 = 3,590 pounds. 
2 

3z590 , = 3.82 inches . 
90 X .87 X 12 

3'7 

The bending moment controls the design.. The minim.um re.quired thicla.iess 

ot the panel probably will be from 4 to 6 inches less than the thickness re-. 

quired for protection against bomb fragmentation., Either the thickness of the 

panel should be increased to 12 inches or a 7 inch thick panel should be !aced 

with brick to make the neeessar.r 12 inches . Both wuld afford the necessary

protection against flying fragmentation. The thiclmess to be used, though,. de

pends upon la.bor and .material costs and the arehiteeture of the builc:ling. In 

this example the 7 ineh thick wall wil l be designed. 

Tw way rei nforcing must be placed on both sides of the wall as shown in 

Figure 10. The ef.fe.ctive depth or the steel is greater in one direction than 

it is in the other by a bar diameter. As the effective depth increases, the re-
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quired amount of steel decreases. So the reinforcing steel to resist the maxi-

mum moment w.i.11 be placed outside the other steel at right angles . 

Using the above information the section in Figure 10 is assumed and will 

be checked to see if it will withstand the bending moment . 

DIMENSION AREA 
Inches Sq. In. 

2. 5 X 12 30 .00 

1 X (10-1) 9.00 

1 X 10 10.00 

~ A: 9.00 

. 35 X 12 -4.20 

!: A :44.80 

DIMENSION AREA 
Inches Sq. In. 

2.16 X 12 25. 91 

Required Area of 
Comp . Steel - .124 -
Required Area of 
Tens, Steel - . 965 -

y 
Inches 

1 . 25 

1 

6 

YA 

37. 50 

9.00 

60.00 

Try kd:: 2 . 5 inches 

d 106. 5 
k = 49•0 = 2.175 in~hes 

Try 2.15 inches 

L Y .. A : 106. 50 
kd : ~:~3 • 2.157 inches 

2 .325 ... 9.77 So use kd : 2.16 inches 
-!: Y.A: 96.73 

STRESS COl-!>RESSION ABM MOMENI' 
Lbs . per Sq. In. FORCE - Pounds Inches In. Lbs . 

Moment to be resisted :: 101,300 

1350/2 : 675 17,500 5 .28 92,500 

14,500 1,800 5 9,000 

20, 000 19, 300 

Since the required area of tension and compression steel is less than that 

furnished, the section will 'Withstand the maximum bending 100ment at the center 

of the short span. 



Checking the bond stress: £ 0 : 8 inches 

U : ( ~ Or j d : g X :m X 6 : 90.8 pounds per square inch. 

This is smaller than the allowable 150 pounds per square inch. 

The frequency 0£ the panel nov needs to be cheQked: 

E t3 3 X 106 X 7J 6 
D : ------- : -------- : 9.15 x 10 

12 (1 - 'llf-) 12 (l - .252) 

r = 30.88 ,I 9.15 x 106 

~ .0868 X 7 

: ,30.88 x 3880 x .OOOll.39 : 13. 7 cycles per second. 

Since the concrete is reinforced the actual frequency v.ill be slightly 

greater than 13. 7 cycles per second. However, it will be less than the 50 

cycles per second assumed, so the panel need not be redesigned. 

39 

!s the bending 100:nent decreases from the maximum in -the center of the span 

to zero at the outer edge, the spacing of the steel can be · increased toward the 

outer edges of the panel. The ioomerit at b/4 ist 

M = 3/32 rA v b2 : 3/32 x .662 x 1022 x 1a2 x 12 : 76,J.OO inch pounds. 

The moment is decreased not quite one fourth, so change the steel to one 

half inch round bars and space them the same. 

t 11d " 1;2 y., - 3 C.C. As= 0.8SQ, IN. 
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DIMENSION AREA 
Inches Sq. In. 

2 X 12 24.00 

. 8 (9) 7.20 

.8 X 10 8.00 

1:: A : 39. 20 

.03 X 12 -4- .36 

L A : 39. 56 

DIMENSION AREA 

- -y YA 
Inches 

1 24.0 

1 7.2 

6 48.0 

L Y A= 79.2 

2.15 + .77 

[: YA= 79. 97 

STRESS 

40 

Assume kd: 2 •. 0 inches 

kd = 79.2 = 2.025 inches 
39.2 

Try kd = 2.03 inches 

kd = 79. 97 = 2 . 02 inches 
39. 56 

Use kd : 2 . 02 inches 

COMPRESSION ABM M)ME.rlr 
Inches Sq. In. Lbs . per Sq. In. FORCE - Pounds Inches In. Lbs . 

2.02 X 12 24.24 675 16,360 5.33 87, 200 

Disregarding the compression steel.,. the concrete w.i.11 withstand the bend-

ing moment alone . 

Centroid of compression area = (2 .02 x 12) 1 .01 1' (7.20) l = 1.007 inches . 
(2.02) 12 + 7.2 

j : 6 - 1.007 : .833 
6 

The required area of tension steel is then: 

A8 = 76,lOO : .762 square inches • 
• 8JJ X 6 X 20, 000 

This is less than the area of steel f'Urnished, so the aaSUllled section is 

COITect except for checking for bond stress. ~ 0 = 6 . 28 inches . 

u : 3,590 = 114.4 pounds per square inch. 
6. 28 X .833 X 6 
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!s the allowable bond st1>ess is 150 pounds per square inch, this section 

is satisfactory. 

{b) Design of the panel in the long direction .• 

The proportionate amount of the total load carried in the long direo

tion is: 

The maxfmum :moment is: 

M : 1/8 rA w a2 = 1/8 x .338 x 1022 x 12.52 x 12: 81,000 inch 

pounds. 

This :moment is slightly greater than the moment at b/ 4 fro.m the ends of 

the short span, So the area of steel w.111 be increased. One half inch square 

bars spaced 3t inches apart vill provide .86 square inches of' steel per toot. 

The following section is assumed and will be checked: 

5.51 
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DIMENSION AREA 
I.nches Sq. In. 

2.6 X 12 31. 20 

.86 (10.-1) 7.74 

.86 (10) 8. 60 

-I 
Inches 

l .J 

1.5 

5.5 

-YA 

40.55 

11. 61 

47. 30 

Assume kd: 2. 6 inohes 

kd a 99-4.6 : 2 . 092 inches 
47.54 

Assume kd = 2 .05 inches 

~ A: 47. 54 ~y A : 99.46 
kd: 84•12 • 2.053 inches 

40. 94 

. 55 X 12 - 6. 60 2.325 15.34 

~ A : 40. 94 LY A:: 84.12 
Use kd = 2. 05 inches 

DIME SION AREA STRESS COMPRESSION ARM 1'10MEN.r 
Inches Sq. In. Lbs . per Sq. In. FORCE - Pounds Inches In. Lbs. 

Moment to be resisted • 81,000 

2 .05 X 12 24. 6 675 16, 600 4,817 80, 000 

Required Area of 
Comp. Steel : .034 7240 250 4 1,000 

Required Area of 
Tens. Steel : .8425 20,000 16, 850 

Both areas of steel required to resist tension and compression are l ess 

than the area furnished, so the section needs only to be checked for bond 

stress: ( ~ O = 6.86 inches.) 

V = 1/2 x • .338 x 1022 x 12. 5 • 2160 pounds. 

V u:---- = 
(l:0) j d 

2160 = 72. 2 pounds per square L'loh. 
6.86 X .793 X 5. 5 



This ho:nd stress is lens than the u11owab1o 150 pounds po::r sq'UE.'l'o inch, so tho 

the long direction 1s srd,:lzfact.o:ry .. 

outer cdgos.. Ac~ 

a/1;., one half inch round bars spaced th.1'0e and one half incheo apart· will pro

vide araple area. The latter ::i:·equired area wa.s deter.mined b;v tho ss.me proc-edure 

as above and Yill not he repeated hero .. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

DF.SIGN OF CONl.'INUOUS CONCRETE PANELS 

Most concrete panels built to resist blast, not only are constructed mono-

lithically 'With their supporting beaxns and columns, but also are built continu-

ous with adjacent panels . Panels of this kind do not act the same as single 

panels with fixed edges and should not be analyzed as such . 

The first formula2 for continuous panel design wre developed f:rom mathe-

matical analysis and experiments conducted on panels of the same shape, size , 

and thickness .1 A designer could determine the appro:ximate negative moments at 

the supporting beams and the positive moments at the center of' the panels lrf 

moment coefficients, if, awl only if, all of the panels were of the same shape 

a11d arranged in a specified order. These equations, then, had limited use as 

few buildings were built with all panels the same . The 1946 American Concrete 

Institute Building Code2 presents a simple approximate method of determining 

the moments in continuous irregular shaped panels . Data used as the basis of 

this code were determined by DiStasio and Van Buren, 3 Since no exact theoretical 

solution has been developed and as this method is conservative, it will be used 

herein . 

This method of analysis differs from the other methods in that, not only 

can the moment be computed by moment coefficients, if need be , but also it can 

be determined by any method of analysing continuous structures 'With which the 

1 H. l Westergaard, "Formulas f'or the Design of Rectangular Floor Slabs 
and Supporting Girders /* Pro-0edures2! American Concrete Institute, XXII (Fel>
ruary, 1926}, 26. 

2 Anonymous, Building Regulationr3 !Q!: Reinforced Concrete , p . 584. 

3 J . DiStasio and M. P . Van Buren, "Slabs Supported on Four Sides,tt Pro
cedures gi. American Concrete Institute, XXXII (Januar,r-February, 1936), 350-364.. 
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designer is .familiar. The bending mment in a:ny two-way pan l can be detemine.d 

the same as in ~ o way slab construction after loading the different panels 

with an equivalent uniform load. This equivalent uniform load per unit area is 

deter.mined by the equation, eA rA v. 

Where a - the length of the span in the direction eonsi,dered. 

v - the amount of unif'orm load per unit area. 

rA - the proportion of the total load carried by span a . 

eA - the modifying factor ; 

Before the proportion of the total load carried by span A is detennined, 

the distance betvreen inflection points must be computed. This distance is FA. a 

in the A direction of the span and FBb in the Ia direction, were FA is detel"

mined by the f'ollo'Wing formulas and FB by substituting !a for A• 

End· spans, continuous 
one end only 

Interior continuous span 

F 1 0.25 
A : - ---------

1 + 7 Ka 
8 Kar 

1 
7 Ka 

1 . 5 • SK 
ar 

Ka is the stiffness factor I/a for the span conside'l-ed and Kar is the stiffness 

of the adjoining span. Whenever the Kar' s for the left and right side of an 

interior span differ, the FA in the following three formulas should be the 

average of the two FA ' s for both sides 0£ the panel . 

The above f'ormulas -ware derived on the assumption that all spans wre o:f 

the same length. Hm1ever, it has , been found that FA and FB so defined, vary 

little with irregular span lengths and the final value is suf'fioiently accurate 

for continuous panels of axry- length. 

Now the proportion of the total load carried in the A direction of the 
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panel (r1 ) can be determined by the folloving emperioal formula: 

l 
rA = -----

1 .. ~A~l3 
~Bb_j 

Similarly the proportion of the total load carried at right angles in the 

11 direction is: 

1 
rB : ----- : 1 - 1l. 1 + ~Bb]J 

~Aa 

The total load on A span rA. v a, is not uniformly distributed along the 

entire span, but varies from a minimum in the center to a :manmum at the edges. 

TRUE LOAD4:::--~~ EQUIVALENT 

•r-----------~--III UNlfORM LOAD 

FIGURE 13. nmrns:rry OF LOADING ON A PANEL 

Ae in the ana.ly"sis o.f other difficult problems, a modii'ied equivalent uniform 

load is used that v.Ul produce the Sall'e stresses in the panels as. the actual 

loading. This toodifi.ed equivalent uniform load is given by e1 r.1 v a., where 

the modifying factor eA is: 

Once the equivalent uniform load is computed in one direction, the panels 

are considered as one way panels and the bending moment and shears are eal.mr, 

lated by vhatever nethod of analysis is to be used. 
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DiStasio and Van Buren4 found the above fornula.s to give results closest 

to those obtained by their experiments conducted on two way slabs . These re

sults are alJ:lost identical with the values obtained by Wcstergaard,5 and, wen 

applicable, both a.re about as simple to use . The main difference being in 

Westergaard's allowance for redistribution of stress and in a slightly different 

basic assumption on the distribution of tho dead load •. Both will giVA values 

that a.re slightly larger than the actual moment .. 

The A.C. I . Code6 makes no limitation on tho ratio of the length of the long 

side to the short side of a two way panel . However, investigations made by 

Temoshenko7 indicate that very little load is carried in the long direction when 

this ratio is three or more . He suggests that 'When the ratio of the long span 

to the short span of a panel is two or greater, the panel be designed and con

structed as a one we;y panel (main reinforcing in the short direction only). 

In addition to the horizontal blast pressure the panels also vlll have to 

support some vertical load. This vertical load will not be very great, since 

the dead Yeight of the next panel above and the reactions from the adjacent 

floor slabs vlill be carriod by the supporting beam at the top of the panel to 

its supporting columns. If the vertical load in a. panel is included in a de-

sign, it uill be found that the additional stress is very small compared to the 

stresses produced by the lateral bomb pressures and ~ be neglected. 

The recotlm0nded minimum thickness of reinforced concrete panels for pro-

tect:ton against bomb fra.gIJe:atation is twelve inches . This thickness is usually 

4 llig., P• 350-364. 

5 Westergaard, loc. ill• 
6 Anonymous, Building Regulations f2E Reinforced Concrete, p . 584. 

7 Stephen P. Temoshenko, Strength 2£ Materials. ~ il., Advance Theou 
~ Problems, p . 157. 



greater than the minimum thickness of the panel needed to resist the bomb blast 

on.'cy. Ei ther the panels should havo a minimum thickness 0£ twelve inches and 

be greatly understressed or they should be made the thickness required to . re-

sist the blast only and be faced 'With stone or brick to the minimum twelve 

inches .. If architecturally a series of panels a.re to be built to their minimum 

thickness and then faced to the required twlve inches, there is no need to de-

sign and construct each panel to its actual :cinimum thickness. EconomicaJJ.y, 

all panels in a series of panels should be constructed the same thickness. 

In the following t'!.IO examples it will be assumed that the wall panels are 

solid panel s with no window openings,. Openings necessitate extra framing wich 

decreases the size of the pMels. This will increase the frequency of the panel 

and consequently the equivaJ.ent static load and the min:1mum thickness of the 

panel 'Will bo increased. 

Illustrative Example 

Exampl e I . 

Desi gn the six reinforced concrete panels shown in Fieure 14 to resist the s -

r l ml y 

I 
10 

A A 

-•- -It-
n1 IY I 'YI 

I 
12' I 

L I 
I I 

~12' B + 141 + lo'~ 
FIGURE 14 
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blast from a 500 pound bomb at 40 feet . All of the panels are to be two way 

panels and constructed monolithically with their supporting beams and .columns. 

For architectural purposes, the walls are to be faced vith brick. 

Unit Stresses: fb = 3,000 psi . 
f 0 : · 1,350 psi . 
n : 10 

(a) Determination of Stresses 

f 8 = 20, 000 psi. 
u • 150 psi. 
V - : 90 psi. 

The frequencies of the panels are not known and, since no 

frequency equations have been developed for panels with all edges 

fixed, the frequencies can not be calculated mathematically. How-

ever, the frequencies of the dif'f'erent panels are greater than the 

50 cycles per second at which the maximum equivalent positive static 

load occurs, so the maximum equivalent load of 2 . 58 pounds per square 

inch will be used in this design. Thus the equivalent pressure at 

forty f-eet will be: 

P (+) = 2 •58 x 9 : 10. 55 pounds per square inch 
2 .2 

and w = 10. 55 x 144 : 1 , 520 pounds per square foot . 

Since all of the panels will be faced 'W'i th a course of brick, 

assume that all of the panels have a tbielmess of eight inches . Some 

of the panels will be under stressed but it is not economical to build 

all of the panel s of different thickness and then increase them to the 

same twelve inch thickness. 

The calculations of the equivalent static load carried in each 

direction by each panel m83' be .found in TABI.ES III, IV, V and VI. 

Now that the equivalent static loads in both directions on eveey 

panel have been determined, the moments in the panels can be calculated. 



PANEL IEUGTH a 

I , II IM. 

III,IV 168 

V, VI 120 

PA?EL IENGrH b 

II,IV,VI 144 

I,1II,V 120 

TABIE III 

CALCULATION FOR F 
a 

THICKNESS I K • I/a 
Inches 

8 512 J . 56 

8 512 3.05 

8 512 4.27 

TABIE IV 

CALCULATION FOR Fb 

THICKNESS I K : I/b 
Inches 

8 512 3. 56 

8 512 4.2? 

50 

Kar IEFl' Kar RIORr FA 

0 3.05 . 876 

3. 56 4.2? .737 

3.05 0 .888 

~rum Kbr RIGRr P'B 

0 4.27 .855 

3. 56 0 .878 



TABLE V 

CALCULATIONS OF EQUIVALENr UNIOORM WAD IN THE a.-DIRECJrION 

PA.MEL IENGTH a IENGl'H b FA FB FAa/.FBb rA eA eA rA eA rA w 
Inches Inches 

I 144 120 .876 .878 l .197 . ;368 . 632 . 2.327 354 

l;I 144 144 . 876 .855 1 .025 .481· .661 .3180 48.3 

III J.6S 120 .737 .878 1.175 • .381 . 635 .U.20 368 

IV ,~68 144 . 737 .855 1. 006 .496 . 666 . :3305 502 

V 120 120 . 8$8 .878 1. 012 .491 .665 .3266 496 

VI 120 144 . 888 .855 .866 .606 . 703 .4260 648 

~ 
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TABIE VI 

CALCULATIONS OF EQUIVAI.ENr UNIFORM LOAD IN THE h-DIREa!'ION 

PANEL FBb/FAa rB 6B ~ rB eB rB V 

I .835 . 632 .71.3 .4509 685 

II .976 . 518 .672 .3481 529 

III .851 . 612 .708 .4333 658 

IV . 994 . 504 . 668 .3368 512 

V .988 . 509 .669 .3408 518 

VI 1.155 .394 .638 .251.3 382 



5.3 

1' IE II 

C 

k = 3.05 
k : J/4 X J .56: 2 . 67 ,._.~.........,~~"""""""~~~ 

k = 3/4 :x 27 .3.32 

483 Ii/it . 

- 69.6 - 69.6 - ")8 - 98.4 - 64.8 - 64.8 
+ 69.6 - 34. 8 0 0 - 32.4 + 64.G 

-104 ... 98.-4 - 98.4 - 'Tl .2 
;. 2.8 - J. 2 .6 .6 

0 ... O.J ;. 1 .6 0 

- 0.1 + .2 - o.s .4, o.s 
-101.7 -101.7 - w.o - 97.0 

+104-4 +147.6 + 97.2 
- 50.s - 99 • .3 - 48.5 
+ 53.6 + $ .3 + 48.7 

Final t, nts are in Foot Pounds 
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TABIE VIII 

CALCULATIONS OF THE IDNEN.rS IN THE b-DIRECTION 

k : 4.27 
k • 3. 56 

529 H f't . 

.4545 

- 76.2 - 76. 2 - 68.5 - 68.5 
+ 76.2 - 38.1 - 34.2 · f 68. 5 

-114.3 -102.7 

"' 
5.3 - 6.3 

-109.0 -109.0 

+114.3 f l02.8 
- 54.4 - 54.5 
.f, 59.8 .J. 48.3 

Final Moments are in Foot Pounds 
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The maximum moments are co:mputed in the a and h. directions only 

across that series of panels that w:iJ.1 have to resist the greatest 

moments. These moments, determined by the Moment Distribution 

Method of Analysis., 8 are calculated in TABIES VII and VIII . 

(b) Design o£ Wall 

Since the vertical steal in the 12 direction of the panel 'Will 

have to resist the greatest I!X)DEnt1 it v.Ul be placed outside the 

lateral steel • The aIJJOunt of vertical. steel shown in Figure 15 is 

assumed and 'Will be checked to see if it will withstand the 1091000 

inch po,mds of negative IlX)l!ISnt aeross the horisontal supporting 

,1 , •• 
3/4 ¢ - 5zC .C. As=Q96 sQ. IN. _!_ TT ,· . . ~ } ' ... .. ~ '--l:l • - - , •• • ,~· 

~ , \ •. , -> • t>, I , ' - • ~ ., 2 
. .:__ \ -•-' - '_•e..:...:, l>_~ I __d,-, - -+---r-

~ - - ,,,.-- -- --
II , .. ' '\?"·· . . ·,i' , .. 'A .- -t:,,.- - . r>. ··., 

8 62 ,\-~ 'r:. "< :' ;~ t~:.:{· 
~ -------z,-,- --N -a- -.- • • - • · • • ,, • , ,_.- , +-; -
V • , .. ,, I\. • ' ~ ,- ' - .. V . • 1" 
I ' ' '7 ' j ..... - •. • • & • "• 1 : • I_ t>, • 1-2 

.. ,I ' - , .. • • - ' , 

-r 

FIGtmE 15 

8 Hardy Cross and Newlin D. Mo~gan, Continp.ou;i Frws .Q.t Reinforced~ 
ewe., PP • 98-103 . 



DillENSION ABEA 
Inches Sq. In. 

2 . 4 X l2 28 .80 

.96 X 9 8.64 

.96 X 10 9.60 

~ A= 47 .04 

. 07 X 12 - .84 
~ A: 46,20 

DIMEMSION AREA 
Inches Sq. In. 

2.)3 X l2 28. 98 

Required Amt . of 
Comp. Steel : .021 

Required Amt . of 
Tens . Steel = . 954 

y YA 
Inches 

1 .2 34. 55 

1 . 5 12.96 

6.5 62.40 

LY A= 109. 91 

2.365 - 1 . 99 

LY A: 107. 92 

STRESS 

56 

Try kd: 2.4 inches 

kd = 109•91 = 2.338 inches 
47.04 

Try kd: 2.33 inches 

kd 107. 92 . = 46•20 = 2.334 inches 

Use kd: 2.33 inches 

COMPRESSION ARM IDMENI' 
Lbs . per Sq. In . FORCE - Powids Inches In. Lbs . 

Moment to be resisted : 109,000 

675 18,880 5.72 108,000 

9,640 200 5 1,000 

20, 000 19,080 

Because the required area of the tension and compression steel is less 

than that furnished , the section will resist the maximum moment . However, the 

bond and shearing unit ::rtresses must be checked. 

Using V : 68 . 5 X 10 ~ 1092000 
2 10 X 12 = 43.34 pounds . 

The unit shearing stress is : 

V C - .... V..__: 
b j d 

4334 a 68 .7 pounds per square inch 
12 X .809 X 6. 5 
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Yhich is less than the allowable 90 pounds per square inch. 

The bond stress is: ( ~o • 5.66 inches) 

u - _ ___.v..._._. 
l:O j d 4334 = 145.6 pounds per square inch. 5.66 X .809 X 6.5 

This is also less than its allowable unit stress of 150 pounds por square inch, 

thereby, the section is satisfactory. 

Even though the vertical steel could be reduced at the middle of the panels 

it is rarely done because of construction difficulties . The same amount of 

vertical steel over the middle support is extended on through the panel to the 

outer edges and are terminated in hooks .. Although in the analysis the edges of 

the panels i.rere assumed to be simply supported, they are prevented from rotating 

to a certain degree, but the exact amount of moment at the outer supports is not 

know.. The American Concrete Institute Code9 specifies that the negative moment 

reinforcing at an edge must be at least one-half of the amount of the positive 

steel at the center of the span. Therefore, if all the steel required to. resist 

bending at the middle support is extended to the outer edges, there will be more 

than enough steel to resist the negative moment at the outer edges. 

Now the moment across the other panels in the 12 direction can be found and 

the required amount of steel computed• This will not be done in this example, 

s i nce it 'WOuld be a repetition of the above analysis , 

The amount of lateral steel needed over the vertical supporting columns 

will now be determined. The area of steel in Figure 16, page 58, is assumed 

and v.ill be checked. 

9 Anonymous, Building Regulations £2! Rei:iforced Concrete, p. 586. 
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3/4'¢- 4Y2"c.c. A 5= 1.17SQ.1N. 
~~~~ --~~~___..;:.......~~......;;;~~~~---_t_ ! f, '. ~ . . . . . 'I> • ' - . • . ,... • • : , • I.> , • . , z :i-11 

.-- .-:-:. -. -- -=-• - =-- -,-I 3" '(). , . t> , ,, ' l) \ ""'~ .. . 
s.- I, 

DIMEl1SI0N AREA 
Inches Sq. In. 

2.6 X 12 31.20 

1.17 X 9 10.53 

1.17 X 10 11.70 

2A : 53.43 

.14 X 12 -1.68 

~ A: 51.75 

DilENSION AnEA 
Inches Sq. In. 

2.46 X 12 29.52 

Required Amt. of 
Comp. Steel = .435 

Required Amt. of 
Tens. Steel ::1.046 

FIGURE 16 

-y YA 
Inches 

1 • .3 40.55 

2.25 23.70 

5.75 67.25 

LY A= 131.50 

2.53 -4.25 

2Y A s: 127.25 

STRESS 
Lbs. per Sq. In. 

675 

2,.300 

20,000 

Try kd: 2.6 inches 

kd = 131.50 = 2.461 inches 
53.4.3 

Try kd = 2 .46 inches 

kd = 127,25 = 2.46 inches 
51.75 

Use kd • 2 .46 inches 

COMPRESSION ARM IDMEHr 
FORCE - Pounds Inches In. Lbs. 

Moment to be resisted II 101.,700 

19,920 4.93 9$,200 

1,000 3.5 3,500 

20,920 

The section will resist the bending iooment, since the required aoounts of 
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tension and compression steel are both less than that .furnished. The maxi-

mum shear in the g direction on the panels is : 

V : 648 x 10 + 97,000 = 4048 pounds 
2 10 X 12 

and the shearing unit stress is: 

v = V = 4048 _b_j_d_ 12 x .74 x 5 •75 = 79. 3 pounds per square inch 

which is less than the allowable 90 poundsper square inch . 

The bond stress is : ( ~O • 6.29 inches) 

u = ____ v __ = 
~o j d 

4048 = 151 .2 pounds per square inch. 
6.29 X .74 X 5.75 

This is slightly larger than the allowable 150 pounds per square inch, but the 

difference is small and the section does not need to be redesigned . 

I f desired, the lateral steel could be reduced at the center of the panels . 

The calculation of the .required amount of steel at the center in not difficult . 

The moment is so small, no compression steel is needed. Using j = .86 the re-

quired amount of tension steel at the center of the span is: 

Required As = __ M __ = 
·dr J s 

53,600 = .542 square inches. 
.86 X 5.75 X 20, 000 

One half inch round rods placed every four inches -would provide ample area. 

Be sure though, that all rods are extended at least twlve diameters beyond the 

point at which they are not needed to resist stress and that all steel termi

nates in standard hooks at the edges . To bo 011 the side of safety and to help 

simplify construction, the positive steel in the center of the panels could be 

extended to the outer edges and be the negative steel at the supports to care 

for the reversed blast load. 

The reinforcing steel in the§ direction in the other panels is less than 

the amount calculated above and can be computed by the same method as described 



above. After this is done, the design is complete . 

Example II. 
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Design the five panels show i.n Figure 17 to resist the blast from a .500 

pound bomb at 40 feet . All are to be built as tvo way panels and eonstructed 

monolithically with their supporting beams and colwnns . 

T 1 l lI I m, tt I y 

1o' I I l ( 
; / 

J_ I l I I 

~ 12·-+-10· + 12' -~ 141 + 141
~ 

Unit Stresses : 

FIGURE 17 

f! II .3,000 psi. 
re• l,350 psi. 
n = 10 

rs=' 20,000 psi. 
u !: 150 psi. 
V • 90 psi. 

Again no equations have been developed for dete.rmining the frequency of 

these types of panels• Howe:ver, this is not important since the frequency ot 

these panels is greater than the 50 cycles per second at which the maximuin 

equivalent load occurs. This maximum positiv-e equivalent load; then-, if the 

bomb is exploded at 40 feet is: 

p (•) = 2.58 X 9 : 10,55 pounds per square inch 
,2.2 

and w ~ 10.55 x 144 = 1520 pounds per square foot. 

Beeause no special facing is to be used on these walls, the thickness 'Will 

be that of the minimum twl ve inches needed for prote-ction against flying bomb 

fragmentation. 

The calculations of the equivalent static load carried in each direction 



by each panel ~ be found in TABLES IX, X, XI, a.nd XII . 

ith the equivalent static loads in each direction calculated, the moment 

in the A direction of the span can be determined by Moment Distribution. These 

calculations can be found in TABIE XIII. The amount of rotation of the support

ing beams in the .12 direction of the spans and the end moments are not know.. 

I f the panels are considered to be simply supported in the 12 direction, al

though not correct, the value of the 100ment will be greater than the actual 

positive moment . Thus the maximum positivs moment in the .12 direction of the 

panel is: 

M: 1/8 w L2 : 1/8 x 1, 032 x 102 x 12 = 154,900 inch pounds. 

As this is more than triple the amount of the ma.xi.mum moment in the ~ 

direction, the steel in the .12 direction or the vertical steel ,-r.i.11 be placed 

outside the lateral steel. 

The area of steel in Fi gure 13 is assumed to resist the bending moment 

in the ]2 direction and will be zheoked. 



PA*L l:ENGTH a 'l.'HlCKtifl!SS l 
Inches Inches 

! 144 12 l72S 

:tI 120 12 1'728 

XII U4 . 12 172S 

Ii 168 12 1728 

V 168 .12 17~ 

TAB!JS ll 

OA.tOULATIONS OF FA 

lt.A • 1/A K TEFl al'· 

12. 0 

14.4 12 

12 14.4 

10.2s 12 . 

10.28 .10.2.s 

TABii X 
·CALOULitTIOMS or FB 

lt11~ lttGlft 

14.J;. 

12 

10.28 

10.28 

0 

FA tEff FA RIGHT AVEit\GE FA 

0 .s,s .s5; 
.7S0 .780 .780 

.• 7Ji2 .776 .7;9 

,/f,746 .762 ·.754 

/J67 0 .867 

fANEL-1 IENGTH b I TH1cmss I I I lea = I/B I xb:t Wtt I ~ . m:em I ·,11 lEF? I r 13 ru:om I !~RAGE , 1 
Inches Inohss ·- r 

All 120 12 1728 I 14.4 0 0 .75 .75 .1, 

~ 



TABLE XI 

CU,CULATIONS OF EQUIVALEN.r UN.I.FORM LOAD IN THE a-DIRECl'ION 

PANEL LENGTH a. IENGTH b FA FB FAs/FBb rA eA eA rA eA rA v 
Inches Inches 

.I 11.4 120 .855 .75 1 • .368 . 281 .612 .1721 262 

II 120 120 .780 .75 1.040 .471 .659 .3105 472 

III 144 120 . 759 .75 1 .215 .358 . 6.30 . 2258 343 

IV 168 120 .754 .75 1.408 #264 . 608 .16o5 244 

V 168 120 . 867 .75 l . 6.18 .191 . 591 .1129 172 

~ 



TABLE XII 

CALCULATIONS OF EQUIVALENT UNIFORM :WAD IN THE b-DIRECTION 

PANEL FBb/FAa rB eB eB rB eB rB w 

I .731 . 719 .7€£J . 5463 S31 

II .962 .529 .675 .3570 543 

III .823 .642 . 718 .4610 700 

J.V . • 710 .736 .771 . 5675 86.3 

V . 618 .809 .8.39 . 6785 10.32 



262 fl/rt. 

.. 37.7 
+ 37.7 

+ 56.6 
- 28 • .3 
.f. 18 • .3 

. J85 

- 37.7 
- 18.8 -
- 56. 5 
.f. 3. 6 

0 
.f,, 0 . 2 

0 

,I, 0.3 --
- 52.4 

TABLE XIII 

CALCULATIONS OF THE MOMENrS Ill THE a-DIRECTION 

k ~ 4.27 

k: 3.05 k • 3/4 X 3.05 a 2.29 

244 #/ft. 
' 

172 #/rt. 

.615 .. 545 I .455 . 539 I .461 .571 .429 

- 47.2 - 47.2 I - 49.4 - 49,4 I ... 47.8 ... 47.8 - 33.7 ,, - .JJ.7 
0 0 .. 16.8 f 33.7 -

- 47.2 
- 5.7 

- 47.2 I -49.4 - 49.4 .. 47.8 
- 1. 2 + 1.0 + 0.9 ...i 0.7 

- 47.8 - 50. 5 
- 1 .5 t 1 .2 

- -
+ o.6 + 2.8 - 0.4 - 0. 5 + o.7 .f 0 • .3 0 
... 0.4 - 1.7 ,f, 1. 5 + o.6 - o.6 - 0. 2 + 0.1 - -
... o.s ,f, 0.2 - 0.3 - 0.7 f 0.1 + 0 • .3 0 

- 0.5 ... 0.3 ,I,, 0.2 .f, 0.4 ... 0.4 - 0.2 f 0.1 --
- 52.4 - 47.4 I ... 47.4 - /.iS.7 .,.. 48.7 - 49.1 I - 49.1 

,.,. 70.8 

- 49. 9 
+ 20. 9 

f 74.1 
- 48.0 
+ 26.1 

+ 71.8 
- /.iS. 9 
+ 22. 9 

Final Moments are in Foot Pounds 

,f, 50.5 
• 24.5 
+ 26.0 

~ 
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-r-
FIGURE 18 

-DIMEN~ION AREA. y YA 
Inches Sq. In. Inches Try kd = 3 inches 

3 X 12 36.00 1.5 54.;00 kd = l;j::Z4 : J.058 inches 

.93 X 9 8.37 1.5 12.55 

.9.3 X 10 9.30 10.5 97.62 Try kd : 3 .06 inches 

~A: 53.67 ~y A: 164.17 kd = 166 • .35 - 3 06 inche 
54.39 - • 5 

.06 X 12 .72 J.03 2.18 

~A= 54.39 LY A: 166.35 Use kd = J.06 inches 

' DIMENSION AREA STRESS COH>RESSIOH ARM M)M&Nr 
Inches Sq. In • Lbs. per Sq. In. FORCE - Pounds Inches In. Lbs. 

J.06 X 12 .36. 72 675 24,780 9.48 235,000 

The concrete by itself will more than carry the compression load and no 

compression steel is needed. The area of steel needed, though, to resist the 

positive moment is: 

= 154,900 = .863 square inches • 
• 855 X 10.5 X 20,000 
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Thus the section will resist the bending stresses, as this area is less than 

that furnished. 

The end shear load is: 

V = 1032 x 10 = 516o pounds 
2 

and the unit shearing stress is: 

V : __ V __ = 5l60 48 ds inch, 
b j d 12 x .855 x 10. 5 = poun per square 

which is about one half the allowable shearing unit stress. 

Checking the bond stress: ( ~o • 5 .. 88 in. ) 

V U:----
:EO j d 

= ~ 5160 = 98 pounds per square inch, 
5.88 X .855 X 10.5 

and this also is less than the allowable bond stress of 150 pounds per square 

inch. 

As it is difficult in concrete construction to change the size of the vel'-

tical steel, the vertical steel used at the center of the panel is extended to 

the outer edges and is terminated in hooks. Even though the negative moment 

at the outer edges of the panel is not know, this large amount of steel at the 

outer edges is much greater than is needed, and the tension steel at the outer 

edges need not be checked. 

Since no vertical compressive stoel is needed, the amount of vertical ten-

sion steel in the other panels is easily determined . For instance, in the mid-

dle panel the maximmn nx,ment is: 

M = 1/8 w L2 : 1/8 x 700 x 1o2 x 12: 105,000 inch pounds . 

The required area of the steel is : ( j will increase as the amount of steel de

creases, so .86 is a good 'WOrking value of j . ) 

Required A8 : io5,ooo = .582 square inches. 
.86 X 10. 5 X 20,000 



One half inch round rods spaced every four inches will provide ample area. 

As the bond and shearing unit stresses are smaller than their allowables, 

the assumed steel rods are sufficient. 

In the A direction acros.s the panels, the maximum DX>ment is a negative 

52,400 inch pounds and occurs at one of the supports. This is a relatively 

small moment to be resisted by so deep a panel (ten inches) and the amoum:. 

of' tension steel required very easily could be less th.an the minimum amount 
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of steel al.lowd by the oodes. According to the American Concrete Institute 

Code10 the minimum area of steel reinforcing s~a.11 not be less than 0.0025 bd. 

For this section then, the area or the tension steel must be greater than 

0.0025 x 12 x 10 = O.J square inches. Three eights inch round rods placed 

every four inches w.Ul provide 0.33 square inches of steel. This area then is 

assumed and will be checked to see if' it vlll withstand the blast load. 

Ii " ,I. .. 318 iu-4c.c. As:0.33SQ. IN. 

: . · t> ··- ·- · A ·· - : ·: o : . · · ~ - . . -------
&I 

10 
-:- - .-. .-:- . --- ..- + A • " • ' • ,~ • 

Q . .., , -~ ••• • '.J'.b · . 
II 

12 

~ -

. I 
, ~ I /,1 , • • 

._ ~- . 'c, ... (> •. 'c.' . /:J 
-=- --it:... J :a..·. ~ . :..:...... ·__:_9 __::_ ... ..;:. ,-
- ,, I> ~ -- ~ - - 2" ·~ _' · z, : -p. _. _i.._ 

FIGURE 19 

10 !2!g., P• 581. 



Dll1EMSION A.REA 
Inches Sq. In. 

3 X 12 36.00 

.33 X 9 2 . 97 

~33 X 10 3.30 

~ A• 42 . 27 

r84 X 12 -10.08 

z_ A = 32.19 

. 09 X 12 - 1 .08 

1 A :: .31 .11 

DIMENSIO AREA 
Inches Sq. In. 

2.08 X 12 24. 96 

-y YA 
Inches 

1.5 54.00 

2 5.94 

10 33 .00 

2 Y A= 92.94 

2. 58 -26.02 

L YA:66. 92 

2.11; 2.28 

L Y A= 64.64 

STRESS 
Lbs . per Sq. In •. 

675 

Try kd = .3 inches 

kd = 92 .94 = 2.2 inches 
t;;.. . 27 

Try kd: 2 .16 inches 

kd • 66. 92 • 2.08 inches 
32.19 

Try kd • 2.07 inches 
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kd = 64.64 : 2 . 077 inches 
.31 .11 . 

Use kd = 2.08 inches 

COMPRESSION ARM M)NENT 
FORCE - Pounds Inches In. Lbs. 

16,850 9.31 156,900 

There is no need, then, for compression steel and the required amount of 

tension steel is : 

Required A6 = 5Z,400 = .297 square inches • 
• 884 X 10 X 20,000 

This is less than the area of steel furnished and,. note, that it is also less 

than the minimum area allowed by the Code •11 The maximum shear in the A 

direction is : 

V: 472 x 10 + 51000 = 2402 pounds . 
2 10 X 12 

11 ~., P • 581. 



Thus the shearing unit stress is: 

V: 2492 - 22 7 ds · • oh 12 x •884 x 10 - • poun per square in 

and the bond stress is : ( l o ::: 3. 54 inches .) 

24Q2 
u • - 3- .-5-4-x----.--8--8-4-x-1-0- = 76.8 pounds per square inch . 
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Therefore, both the shearing tmit .stress and the bond stress are less than their 

allowable of 90 and 150 pou."lds per :3quare inch respectively. 

The moioonts in the center of the panels in the~ direction are about one 

hall' that of the moments over the supports . Howver, t he area of the steel 

can not be decreased at the mitldle of the spans since there "WOuld be a smaller 

area o.f steel than the allowable minimum area specified by the Code .12 The 

same a.JOOunt 0£ lateral steel the1.1 z~10uld extend from one end of the panel to 

the other and terminate in hooks . Be sure that the end of each rod overlnps 

the end of the next rod enough so that uot.h bars develop their full bond stress . 

It is of' utmost importance that all reinforcing steel, in structures subjected 

to bomb blast , be securely anchored. 

12 Ibid, P • 581. 
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CHAPTER IX 

DF.SIGN OF CANTILEVER BLAST WALIS 

Cantilever walls are especially well adapted to withstand bomb blasts. 

Being free at one end, they vibrate at a very lov .frequency and thus are sub

jected to lower equivalent static loads than other types of val.ls. They are 

also simple to analyze and design, but can not be universally used. They are 

used outside of buildings to protect large openings, such as doors and windows 

.from blast. However, inside of buildings with large open n.oor space, they pro

tect vital machinery and personnel and tend to localize the e.f.fects of bombs 

that explode inside the building, 

"--- - -

FIGURE 21 

FIGURE 20. CAN!II.EVER BLAST WALL 

Ea.eh cantilever wall consists of two main parts (see Figure 21) , the ve?'

tical cantilever wall that is subjected to the blast• and the horizontal base 

that prevents the wall f'rom. overturning. All tension in the w.ll is taken by 

the vertical reinforcing steel, which extends from the top of the wll do\!Jl 

into the base. The parts of the base that extend out trom the wall also act 

as cantilever be.ams and lilUst resist the upward pressure of the earth. Thi:.! 
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type of wall can fail as a whole by sliding horizontally on its base, ovel'

turning, or by excessive settling. It can also fail by the collapse of its 

component parts. In a well balaneed design, the wall should be equally safe 

in all respects. 

FIGURE 22 

To illustrate, let Win Figure 22 represent the resultant of all the vel'

tical forces, including the weight or the wall, base, and the earth resting on 

the base; and let H be the resultant of the horizontal forces on the wall due 

to the bomb blast. The horizontal. force B tends to overturn the entire w1l 

about the point A, but the vertical force W will prevent it f'rom tipping. If 

the mment Hn is greater than the I1X>ment Wm, the resultant of the tw forces 

R will pass outside the base and the wall will tip over. For stability the re

sultant or W and H must £all inside the base. 

Not only the overt-urning moment, but also the amount or the pressure on 
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the base will depend upon the location of the point of intersection of the re-

sultant and the base . For yielding so-ils t he base should bear on the earth 

along its entire length. This can be only if the resultant R falls within the 

middle third of the base. If the resultant strikes the base outside the middle 

third, tension v.U1 exist at one end of the base . So for satisf aetory design 

the resultant of Wend H should intersect the base within the middle third, 

provided the safe bearing capacity of the soil is not exceeded.1 

However, somtimes when the walls are placed on rock or other unyielding 

soils and part of the base is in tension, the compressive pressure at the other 

end of the base m.1.1 remain within the allowable limits. This case is difficult 

to analyze as the e:xact distribution of the pressure on the base is not know 

and will not be used herein. 

The pressures on the base when the resultant falls within the middle third 

easily can be computed from the well known equation: 

f - W + Mc -----A I 

W/A is the uniform pressure on the base due to the vertical load Wand Mc/I is 

the stress due to the overt.urning moment We . (e is the horizontal distance from 

the middle of the base to the point of intersection of the resultant Rand the 

base. See Figure 22) As a strip of' the wall one foot wide is considered, the 

total pressure on the base is: 

r _ W i We x (b/2) = JL [i i 6be 1 
- lxb 1/12 xlxh' b J 

were b is the 'Width of the base. The positive sign is used to determine the 

maximum pressure at one end of the base; while the negative .sign 'Will give the 

minimum preasure at the other end. 

1 Clarence W. Dunham, Ia2. Theory ~ Practice 2£ Reinforced Concrete, p. 217. 
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In designing a cantilever 'W8l1 to resist bomb blast it is especially 

difficult to .make the resultant intersect the base m.thin the middle third. 

Lateral loads will be applied in both directions necessitating a wall that is 

eymnetrical about the center. The reaul ta.nt of all the verlical forces W is 

at the center of the wall . and unless the base is very v.ide or the vertical 

wight very large, the resultant R w1ll f"all outside the middle third. 

Usually it is not economical. to v.iden the base, so more wight is, added. 

This can be done in mBJJY w;rs and perhaps the most common 'Will be to cover 

the base with earth as in Figure 2) • Not only will the earth produce a ver

tical pressure but also it will apply a lateral force t-0 the base of the stem. 

' I> .. f!- . 
,• 

"I> . , 
I> 

'• 
• jj. 

I . 0 
J) 

b. '· .. 
I 

,. 
. • -· , . 
~ • 

4 - : A. 

FIGURE 23. Til> TYPES OF CANI'IIEVER BLAST WALLS 

The amount or this lateral force will depend upon the t.ype of soil used to 

cover the base. Clq vill tend to shrink awe;r .from the stem and will .apply 

very little .force except cl.ose to the base. Sand on the other hand will not 

shrink a"Wa'Y i'rom the stem and will apply a force that increases from zero at 

the surface to a large force at the base. Thi.s lateral pressure on both sides 

o.f the wall, then, will put an additional restraint on the wl.1 and ca.use it 
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to bend about a plane soEeWhere bet·ween the base and the top of the earth fill. 

The exact location of this point is not known, but is probably someuhere 

betwen one third and one b.al.f of the depth of the fill from the top of the 

base. In a:JJ.y case, to be on the side of safety-, assume that there is no lat-

eral earth pressure and design the stem to resist the bending moment at the 

top of the base . Also because the frequency of a cantilever wall 'Will increase 

as the height of the wall is decreased, in cal oulating the equi val.ant static 

load., use as the height of the wall , the distance from the middle of the earth 

fill to the top of the wall . 

Another way to provide additional wight on the base is to construct sides 

on the ends of the base and fill the space v.i. th water. (See Figure 23, page 7 4) 

Not only will this provide ruiditional vertical weight, but also it will serve 

as an emergency w.ter supply. Many times in bomb raids all water mains are 

broken and only that water stored neal'-by' can be used to fight fires • 

Illustrative E~le: 

Example I . 

Design a ten foot concrete cantilever va.11 to resist the blast of a 500 

pound bomb at 50 feet . The base is to be covered with earth to provide the 

necessary weight to resist overturning. 

Unit Stresses: f~ = 3,000 psi . 
f 0 : 1,350 psi. 
n : 10 

f 8 = 20,000 psi. 
u : 150 psi. 
V : 90 psi. 

Safe Bearing Value of the En.rth is 2 , 000 pounds per 
square foot. 

(a) Design of Stem 

The base must have an additional 'Weight on it to prevent the 

wall f'rom overturning. Assuming theu that three feet of earth fill 

will be needod, the length of the stem v.i.11 be 10 ~ 3 = 13 feet. 
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(See Figure 24) 

Since the frequency of a cantilever wall is lov, the equi-

valent static load corresponding to a frequency of 12 cycles per 

second will be used . This load is one pound per square inch for a 

500 pound bomb at 100 feet . At 50 feet the 500 pound bonb uill 

produce an equivalent static load of: 

P = 1 x 6/2 .2 = 2. 73 pounds per square inch • .393 pounds per 

square foot . 

The moment then at the base of the stem is: 

M: 393 X 10 X 8 X 12 c 377,000 inch pounds . 

FIGUBE 24 

If the wall were to have reinforcing steel on the tension side 

only, the required depth of the wall due to the bending momnt wuld 

be: (Assune k • .4, j = .87) 

Required d = "' / M - · , / 3771000 
. V f J2 x j k b - V 1350/2 x .87 x .4 x 12 

·= ""VlJ3 . 7 = ll.6 inches . 

Assume the depth then to be U . 5 inches . With a tw inch covex

ing of the rods , the wall will be thicker than the minimuI:!i 12 inches 

needed as protection against fragmentation . Again, assume the area 

of the steel shown in Figure 25, page 77. This se-ction now will be 
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cheeked to see if i t v.l.11 resist the bending moment • 

.. ,I. 5" I~- ~ -
t' · ~ .,, •• , u ·•. . . . . / . . 
I - A .... - },,.. .. 

" ,I. ~ L> 
11.!. 't> , ' 

.-. : b ..• · .. _ 
t..::> • ; - .' 

-. I "- ( I 

... . . ~ , ~ ~ 

2 ~ ( ' ' ,I ' ... .-

llt ~ , I , .~ • : \. ' ~ l • • . . \. 

,: I ~ ' • , • b., • • t>- • ~ I - ~ ; 
, I ~ - • ~' - .. . I A .- . .. 
~ , - / . . . . . , _____ 

.-. --- \ t>. -· . . : .. ~ . . . ~ --
• b , .- 0 ., , , , · · . l> . -

DIMENSIOH AREA 
Inches Sq. In. 

4.4 X 12 52.80 

1.9 x(l0-1) 17.10 

1.9 X 10 19.00 

~ A: 88.90 

.26 X 12 - 3.12 

::EA= 85.78 

DIMENSION AHEA 
Inches Sq. In. 

4.14 X 12 .39.69 

Required Amt. of 
Co~. Steel : .305 

Required Amt. or 
Tens. Steel ::1.875 

FIGURE 25 

y y A 
Inches 

2.20 l16.20 

2.00 34.20 

11.50 218.50 

LY A: J6S.90 

4.37 - 1.3.63 

~ Y A : 3,55.27 

Assmoo kd = 4.4 inches 

kd = 368.9 = 4.15 inches 
88.9 

TrJ kd: 4.14 inches 

kd = 355.27 = 4142 inches 
S5.78 • 

Use kd = 4.14 inches. 

STRESS 001.f RESSION ARM M)MEN! 
Lbs. per Sq. In. FORGE - Pounds Inches In. Lbs. 

Mol::l3nt to be resisted : .377,000 

675 33,520 10.12 339,200 

1.3,050 3,980 9.5 37,800 

20,000 37,500 
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The required areas of both the tension and compresoion steel are less 

than the 1.9 squ.aro inches furnished, so tho section will resist the bending 

moment . 

The bond and sheering unit stresses at the base o.f the stem are : 

V : 
V _ 393 X 10 

b j d - ---------- = 34.6 pounds per square inch, 12 X .822 X 11. 5 

V 3930 
u = - ~-0-j-d- = :: 55 .1 pounds per square inch. 7.54 X .822 X 11. 5 

Both are less than their allowables . 

Now that the thickness of the irall is kno-wn, the actual frequency of the 

panel can be calctu.ated and the equivalent static load checked. The equation 

for the frequency of a cantilever beam is; 

For this wll: 

f = 11 -y _!_]_. 
A (5" t 4 

E = 3,000, 000 pounds_per square inch 
I = 1/12 x 12 x 11.5-': 1522 in.4 
A = 12 x 11. 5 = 138 square inches 
~ = 150/123 = .0868 pounds per cubic inches 
L = ll. 5 feet• 138 inches 

f -v 3 X 106 X 1522 
= 11 1.38 x . 0868 x 1384 = 8. 1!2 cycles per second. 

This is less than the t-welve cycles per second used in calculating the 

equivalent static load, so tho stem is satis.fe.ctory. The actual equivalent 

static load then on the wa1l is :. 

foot . 

P: •7 x 6 = 1 . 91 pounds per square inch = 275 pounds per square 
2.2 

It is unnecessary to extend all of the reinforcing steel the full height 
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of the wall. The required area of otoel .a.t, any point can be i'ound 1-r.ith suff'i~ 

cient accuracy by assuming j • 0.86 and designing the Ya.11 for bending stress 

a.lone., neglecting the corap,:-essive steel. The bending moment at any d:istanoo 

X in feet from the top of the wall" providing X is not greater than ten .feet 

is: 

393 X X2 12 
14 :· · X = 2.358 X X2 inch pounds• 

2 

The r&qui:red area of tension steel is: 

Re A H: •1· 2 · , quired .,, =----or .H. 2,358 xx~= A..,, j d :f,. 
;::; . d £ ... t.:> 

.1 s 

Thus the distance from tho top of the wall to the section where one rod oen 

be cut o:tf is: 

k" j d :ts t' = -"'---: 1.11 x .86 x 11.5 x 20,ooq, = 93.1 
2.358 2358 

X = 9.3.1 = 9.66 feet = 9 feet, 8 inches from 't-he top of the va.J.1. 

The second rod may be stopped att 

¥!= 0.32 X .86 X 11.5 X 20t000 : 26.8 
2358 

X ::: 26.8 ~ 5.18 feet = 5 feet, 2 incho.s f'rom ·l;.b.a top of the stem. The 

other rods, h01-rever, should be e:rt.ended co:mplet.ely to the top of the wall. 

All rods must be tew.ii.nated in st.an.dard hooks or extended f a:r enough beyond 

that point at which they are no longer needed to resist stress so that full 

bond is developed. In addition to the vertical steel in the wall used to re-

sist tension, there must be horizontal. steel to prevent cracks due to shrinkage 

and temperature changes. These are usually one-half inch round rods placed 

ttro feet apart, on both sides of the wall, just, inside the main vertical re-

inforcing. 
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(b) Base Pressure and Sliding 

Before the base of the wall is designed in detail, its sizes 

are assumed and the wall is checked for sliding and base pressure . 

Usually the thickness of the base 1aust be equal to or slightly 

greater than the thickness of the stem and the width of the base, 

depending upon the amount of earth fill, probably v.i..11 bo as long 

or greater than the height of the sten. So in this cnse assume the 

thickness of the base to be ~ feet and the \lidth of the base to be 

15 feet . 

w 

! HI ~ 
9~; I 

I 1 lz. 

~ H 4 e~ ,s· __j 
FIGURE 26 FIGURE 27 

Tho .forces acting on the wall a.re pictured in Figure 26. 

Weight of wall (WJ : 150 x 13 x 1.3. 5/12 : 2192 pounds . 

Weight oC base (~) = 150 x 15 x 1.5 = 3375 pounds . 

Weight of earth (We) = 100 x 14 x 3 = 4200 pounds. 

Total Weight (W) c Cf767 pounds . 

The horizontal force H due to the blapt is 2750 pollllds and acts 

:f'ive feet fror.i the top of the wall. 

The resultant of the total -weieht W and the horizontal force H, 

must be checked to see if it intersects the middle third o:f the base . 

The distance e f'rom the center of the base to the point whero the 
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resultant intersects the base is found by taking moments about the center 0£ 

the base. 

E Mz = 0 m '1'/67 x e - 2750 x 9.5 

e = 2750 6 9.5 : 2.68 feet. 
en 7 

As this is greater than 15/6: 2.5 feet, the result.ant intersects the base out-

side of the middle third and there will be tension at one end of the base. 

The .resultant must be made to tal.l inside the middle third. This can be done 

by either lengthening the base or by covering the base 'With mre earth. Each 

has advantages and disadvantages. If mre earth is added to that covemg the 

base, the stem will have to be lengthened and might necessitate redesigning 

the stem. Howver, an extra foot of earth on the base i11ll provide more addi-

tional vertical weight than that provided if the base ie lengthened a foot. 

If the base is lengthened, the middle third is increased and the stem vill not. 

have to be redesigned. 

In this exan:ple the base wi11 be lengthened one foot. The new section is 

Sho\lD. in Figure 28 • 

- ---

ii 

T 
~ ·. 
-~ 

... 275()~ 1o' ·. 
I~ 

I I 

~'.. 

FIGUBE 28 
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~ight of wall (Wy) • 150 x 13 x lJ . 5/12 : 2192 pounds. 

lieight of base (~) = 150 x 16 x 1 . 5 : 3600 pounds. 

Weight of earth (We)• 100 x 15 x 3 • 4500 P9unds. 
Total Weight (W') = 10,292 pounds . 

The distance e from the center of the base to the point of intersection 

of the resultant and the base is : 

e = 2750 x 9. 5 = 2. 54 feet 
10, 292 

Since this is less than 16/6 equals 2.66 feet, the resultant intersects 

the base within the middle third. Therefore, the pressures on the base are : 

Maximum r • ~ ~ + : j: lOi~92 ~ .f, 6 x1~ · 54 j= 1 .255 pounds per 

square foot . 

MinilllUill P • : [i - t j : 31 pounds per square foot . 

The maximum base pressure is less than that allowed, henoe , the base has a 

satisfactory width. 

There is no need to cheek the tendency of the lateral blast load to slide 

the wall as a whole horizontally. Not only is there a large vertical load to 

cause a large frictional force between the base and the earth, but· aJ.so there 

are four and one haJ.f feet of earth in :front of' the wall to prevent it from 

moving laterally. 

(c) Design of the Base 

Since the size of the base has aJ.ready been assumed, it v.Ul now 

be designed for strength. 

Each side of the base 'Will be subjected to tension stress in 

both the top and bottom fibers and 'W'ill act as cantilever beams . In 

Figure 29$ page 83, are show the pressures that one side of the base 
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FIGURE 29. EARL'H PRESSURE ON ONE-HALF OF BASE 

is subjeeted to 'When the blast is so applied as to cause t .ension in the top 

fibers. 

~ = 100 x ?.44 x .3 ·• 2,2.32 pounds. 

ii; = 150 X 7 .44, X 1.5 c 1.,..675 pounds. 

W'b is the -weight ot this part of' the base and t10 is the weight of the earth 

above it. Taking iooments about the s&eti:On of the base whei<e- it joins the 

M : (tie + Wt) x lever arm - area of pressure diagram x lever a.rm. 

M: -(2232 + 167;) X 3.72 ~ .31 X 7 •¥±2 + ,69 X 7./+4 X 7 ,IJJ.. 
2 2 J 

,;: -8,.442 foot pounds= -1011-400 inch pounds. 

s, 

!s this mment is relatively amall and as the base is very deep, the concrete 

will carry all or the compression load. Thus the st.eel rods in the bottom of 

the ba.se vill be neglec-ted. 

For a bal.anced designt 

-- 1350 xlO -------= .40.3 13500 + 20,000 

j = 1 - 1/3 k • 1 - .403/3 = .866 
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The depth of the base oost be at least: 

Required d • ,/ M - -d 101,400 
V rcf2 x j kb - V 1,350/2 x .866 x.403 x 12 

= 5.99 inehes. 

This is less than the actual depth of 15.5 inches. 

Required. As : __ M __ - 101,400 : .371 square inches. 
· j d r 8 - .866 x 15.5 x 20,000 

One half inch round rods placed six inches center to center vJ.11 not in

terfere with the vertical reinforcing in the wll and Y:i.11 provide 0 .4 square 

inches of steel. Checking these rods than fo:r bond and shearing unit stress: 

V c: lie + W{, - area of pressure diagram. 

V = 2232 + 1675 • 31 x 7.1.4 - 569 x 7.4/./2: 1,558 pounds. 

U : l5~~ :::: 37 po1mds per square inch 
J .l4 X • X 15.5 

1~: = 10 pounds per square inch 
12 X • X 15.5 

Vs:s 

Since those are less than their allowbles the base will resist the neg&-

tive moment. 

When the mil is subjected to the other phase of the blast wave, this same 

part of the base will be subjected to tension in the bottom fibers. The pres

sures on the base, in this case, then, are show in Figure 30, page 85 . 

The moment and shear on the soction o.f the base where it joins the wall are: 

M = -(21232 .f. 1,.675) X 3.72 .J. 686 X 7•442 ,f; 569 X 7.',4 X 2 X 7,M, 
2 2 3 

= ,4, 14,950 foot pounds • 179, 500 inch pounds. 

V = 2,232 + 1,675 - 686 x 7.44 - 569 x 1,44 : 3,333 pounds. 
2 

The required depth of" the base must be less than the actual 15.5 inches . 
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FIGUBE 30. EARrH PRESSURE on ONE-HALF OF BASE 

Required d - ,/ l79,500 • 7.'1'! inches 
- ~ 1,350/2 X .866 X .40J X 12 

.Required As = 179,500 - 66a 1n· 1.. . • 866 x 15.5 x 20,000 - • 7 square eues. 

Five eights inch round rods placed e"llery five inches 'td1l provide 0.74 

square inches of steel. This area nov will be checked for bond and shearing 

unit stress: 

U= .3,333 • 53 pounds per square inch. 
4.7 X .866 X 15.5 

V : 3,333 21 ~- · h 12 x .866 x 15.5 • poun~ per square 1110 • 

These unit stresses are satisfactory. 

All of the reinforcing steel in the b.a.se must extend from one end of the 

base to the other and terminate in standard hooks. (See Figure 21, page 71) 

These hooks can be placed around the longitudinal steel for more stability. 

The longitud:JnaJ steel, one-half inch round rods, 18 inches center to center,, 

are to pn,vent cracks in the base due to changes in temperature or shrinkage 

and to aid 1n distributing the pressure f'rom the earthen fill on the base. 



The base is much thic1."6!' tha..ti necessary ru.1d the stressea are quite lov. 

lt could be redesigned v.i:t.h a smaller thickness, but such wold df3Crease the 

vertical weight and more earth wovJ.d have to be put 011 the base or the base 

lengthened.. The changes wu1d result ill no appreciable saving, so the base 

will be le.ft as is. 
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BRICK WALLS 
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Contrary to most structural designers ' expectations, brick 'Walla, when 

properly laid with good bond, are highly resistant to blast and fragmentation. 

A British government publication reportsr1 

Sona preliminary experimental. wrk has been done on the lateral 
resistance of brick panels from which it has been concluded tentative
ly that a nine inch panel, nine £eet square, will resist ten pounds 
per square inch. This assumes bri.ck wrk in cement mortar in good 
condition and good workmanship •••• Host bri.:::k 'W8.lls are able to with
stand blast from a five hundred pound oodium case bomb at fifty feet. 
This is partly because high stresses cannot arise unless the load is 
applied to the structure long enough to allow the strains to be built 
up and partly because the lateral strength of brickwork is higher than 
is commonly supposed. 

In 1940 and 1941 the Uni.ted States r.m;r conducted tests to determine the 

resistance of different types of wall panels to fragmentation and the blast 

effect of bombs .2 One of the panels tested was a twlve inch solid brick w.11 

supported by a concrete frame . A 600 pound bomb, exploding at 50 feet, damaged 

the panel very little, Hcrwever, a 300 pound bomb detonated at 25 feet lat.er 

blasted a large hole in the top of the panel . No fragments penetrated the en-

tire thiclmess of the wall and the small part of the w.11 that failed w.s due 

to bond failure, rather than to brick failure • 

. Although there are considerable data. on the strength of brick construction 

in compression, there is very little information on the tensile or flexural 

strength of brickwork. Until extensive tests have been made on panels laid 
-

'With different bonds and with various kinds of mortnr, brick panels can not 

1 A.noey:mous,. !g: ~ Precautions, Handbook 2., Structural Defense, p . 11. 

2 Anony1n0ua, Report ~~Tests .2!! Materials ~ Structures, p . J . 



FIGURE .31. TWELVE Ill-OH BRICK WA.LL AFrER 8UBJEGI'ED TO BOMB BLASr 

be designed with any degree of certainty. 

FIGURE 32. ENGLlSH OOND BRICK \\ORK 

8$ 

Ho-wewr, if constructed correctly~ a 12-i inch solid brick wall will re

sist all but the most severe blast. The walls should be fairly well S11pported 

on all four sides and laid with a good bond,. English or Flemish type bond 

that hao a high percentage of headers increases the resistance of the brick 

-work to blast and should be used in preference to common bond .. It is also 



ad"'nsable to use cer:to:nt mortar of very good quality and to make sure ill 

joints are thoroughly filled. In rno::rt of the brick walls, the line of failure 

followed the mortar joint, instead of oxtend:i.ng through the brick. This :Ln

dica.tes an inherent ,roaJr..ness in the mortar which could be strengthened rr-3 

vertical reinforcing steel. 

Brickwork ha,._s sotk'1 advantages over other types of' building material.s. 

Clays, suitable for brick, :.3.re found almont u;:1iversally. Brick ueighs approx ... 

ir:iately 120 pow--ids per cubic foot., so there is some sairing in weight over con

crete for the sru::ie wall thickness. Its greateot advantag0 ove1· stes1 and re

inforced concrete, thongh, is the oase uith vhich repairs can be made on brick

work. In some insta11eos this is a ver:l il;rportant point to be considered. In 

tix1e of war steel beco::;J£w VErry scarce and briokt-.rork, t:ha:b requires a :wininnm 

of steel, beco:rn.os a v0-r,_r -irtportant cot1.struction :material. 
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There are threo naiu steps that uust 'be follo:t:rocl before a wvJJ. to 1~esist 

bomb blast I"'~Y ho design.eel. They are: (1) calculation of the frequency of 

vibration of tho iJtiLl panel, (2) determination of the equ.ivalent Gtatic load 

that will produce 'i.:.ho ce.:rn.e stresses in the ua.11 as the borib blast, rod (3) 

analysis of' the wcl1 

stressor;. 

Onco the cri tica..1 stresses have been determined the blast wall can be 

designed as any co:mr:ion wall by considering a ±"en new princ1ples introduced b:r 

a lateral i.l-r:pact load. These ar0: {l) Uatl panels oho1,ud. be designed equally 

of the blast. (2) For a pructj_caJ., economical design, a blast wall shot.1..1d 

never be designed to resist a heavier bomb than 500 pounds or for an e:zplosion 

closer than 40 :t"'cect, away. (3) To provide :fu.11 protection agai.L1st both blast 

and i"'lying fragments, blast, walls should nenre1" be less than the recommended. 

thicknens to resist bonb fragments. (4) 11.e-inf orced concrete ,1alla :must have 

reinforcing steel on both sides, since a blast causes bo-th positive and nega:-

tive 1'10r..ents o:n t,ho iro.11. (5) A low allowable bond stt•ess should be uBed and 

all reinforcing steel, croBsing each other, shov.ld be fastened toc;ether, pre-

f'erable by ueld:lng. Tho rapid increase in the stresses in reinforcement and 

the quick reverseJ. of t.}1ese stresses r:J£(f cansca brea.'\dng of the bond w-hich 

tmder ordinQr'IJ conditions uould be· quite satisfactory. (6) An additional amount 

of ueight m:us.t be provided on both sides of' the base of a cnntilever wall to 

prevent it frora overturning in either direction. 
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Conclusions 

It is quite :unpractical to provide complete bomb proof protection for the 

entire population during an air raid . The cost of building massive reinforced 

concrete shelters or deep underground shelters is enormous . In addition there 

are always other essential jobs that wrkrnen could be doing if' they were not 

building bomb proof' shelters . There must be then a balanced program of' reason

able protection. In principle, the protection to be furni.shed to any tow or 

industry should bear relation to its liability to air attack, its vulnerability 

to such attacks, and its value to the nation ' s war effort . 

It is uneconomical. and impracticable to make all 'W8.lls bomb proof against 

direct hits of the larger size bombs . The major portion of the damage to build

ings in the last Yar 'W'a.S due, not to the !'eSult of direct hits, but to the blast 

and fragmentation of near-missed bombs . In general, protection should be pro

bided against blast from a 500 pound bomb bursting 40 feet away . This does not 

nean that heavier bombs will not be used in air attacks, nor does it mean that 

bombs will not explode at a closer distance . Walls can be designed and built 

using these values at a reasonable increase in cost . The cost of walls built 

to resist the blast of larger bombs nearer than 40 feet will increase materially. 

I n that case the walls probably should be designed to resist dire<rt bomb hits 

instead of blast . In any ease , the design should be based on the importance of 

the object being protected. 

The types of material to be used 1n a blast vall must be based on :maI7JT 

considerations . The availa.bili ty of materials and worlonc~ during a war is not 

the same as in peacetime . Steel may becone very scarce and concrete might be 

subjected to military priorities . orkrnen become scarce because they go to 'l!K)r k 

in mre critical warti!Je industries. The nations I s transportation system may 

be so overloaded or destroyed that materials may not, be shipped long distances . 
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Therofore sooo ma:trerials may be plentiful in one part or the .country while a 

shortage may occur in others. Theoe and many more considerations must be 

taken into account by e, designer when selactlng the type of ma:terial to .. ba 

used in building a blast, uall. 

The majority .of buildings can be built to resist the effects of bomb 

blast at only a. alight incree.ae in cost. In peacet.i.me, hoimver1 ain~e new 

bUildings must compete wit,h existing buildings of the same type and purp.ose1 

building contractors are quite reluctant to build structures that v.ill resist 

bomb blast at even a slight increase in cost. At p:r-<;1sent~. building mnteri.als 

and labor costs are very high. By adding an additional amount, the cost uould 

be fa.r" out of reach of the average business .concern. The larger business 

companies can .afford to build blast resistant buildin~s' and in soirie loca,li·tiea 

are doing this._ ..Tu.st llhat shoiil.d be done is not Im.own. One solution, of course, 

woul.d be for the government to subsidize this type of construction in peace

t;i.J:;le, since it will greatly benefit from it in time of wr. 
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